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Executive Summary 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Cambridge Housing Authority (CHA) is performing the Revitalization of the Daniel F. Burns Apartments (MA 3-7) in 
Cambridge MA, to address the buildings’ building envelope, aging mechanical and plumbing systems, excessive water 
and energy consumption, and general aging interiors.    
 
Daniel F. Burns (DFB) is a federally-assisted Elderly/Disabled multifamily housing development first occupied in 
November 1973.  The development includes two mid-rise buildings connected by a bridge at the second floor – (1) five 
story and (1) six story with balconies on 1.44 acres.  There are currently 198 elderly/disabled apartments consisting of 
studios, mini-one bedrooms, one bedrooms and (1) two bedroom apartment.  Other onsite programs include laundry 
rooms, management offices, (3) stairs, (3) elevators serving the two buildings and common lounge/activity spaces.  
The building services are located in the basement of each respective building. There are (2) surface parking lots on the 
property.  The complex is located off of Massachusetts Avenue near the Cambridge/Arlington line in the North 
Cambridge neighborhood. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Site Plan (from 1971 construction documents) 

 
 
This report is the first step toward achieving Cambridge Housing Authority’s (CHA) overall mission and objectives to 
providing elderly and disabled Cambridge residents’ safe and comfortable housing.  Chief objectives include improved 
building energy efficiency while reducing maintenance costs; improving marketability of each apartment and continued 
adaptability ensuring senior/elderly residents’ ability to aging in place.  Additionally, goals include assessing the 20 
year Life Cycle Cost as well as project viability for federally funded assistance programs such as the Rental Assistance 
Demonstration (RAD). 
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In particular, this Existing Conditions report is to assess and document the existing conditions found at Daniel F. Burns, 
establish the baseline for existing building systems, develop priorities and options with probable cost estimates, and 
present preliminary conceptual recommendations for repair, replacement and upgrade.  Following a presentation of the 
findings to the CHA and the buildings residents, and inclusion of review comments, this report will establish the final 
basis for the Schematic Report phase to follow. 
 
The project goals include assessment and recommendations for upgrades and improvements to main building systems 
including mechanical, electrical, plumbing and fire protection/life safety.  At the exterior of the building, assessment and 
recommendations for repairs to the exterior envelope, windows and wall systems to maximize energy efficiency and 
sustainable design opportunities. For building interior, work scope focus on document and recommendation of 
individual dwelling units and improvement/upgrades to bathroom, kitchen and living quarters.   
 
Primary goals of recommendation include: 
 

� Make the building envelope air and water tight 
� Stabilize and repair the spalling and cracking of exterior concrete panels 
� Assess/establish baseline building energy efficiency and improve and reduce operating cost of the 

plumbing, electrical and HVAC systems  
� Assess / Repair failing plumbing systems 
� Assess / Upgrade the building fire alarm and telecommunications systems 
� Assess / Improve the Common/recreation rooms and offices  
� Upgrade residential interiors to create a more accessible, comfortable living environment with greater 

opportunity for aging in place 
� Assess / Modernization as required to meet current code compliance 

 
The Project Team evaluated the building conditions through a series of site surveys, review of existing 
drawing/documentation, testing, CAD modeling, resident surveys, and interviews with CHA staff and management.  We 
present the conditions found along with possible repairs or improvements for each building system and component.  
 
In the Conceptual Cost Estimate we have grouped the proposed repairs and improvements of the various base 
building systems, site, building envelope, interior commons spaces and individual dwelling units into BASE SCOPE for 
highest priority and ENHANCED OPTIONS for additional upgrades.  This grouping is not absolute and through the 
process of review and analysis, items may be deleted, modified or exchanged with other items.  In this way the final 
Project Scope can be precisely defined.  
 
This summary of cost is based on a phased, 3 year construction period, projected to an anticipated mid-point of 
construction of 3Q2018.  The project scope suggested (including enhanced options) represents a range of anticipated 
project construction costs from $35.4 million to $43.8 million.  This departure from the original $15m is attributed to 
several major upgrades assumed in the base scope from new exterior window walls, exterior cladding system to new 
electrical main service and panels to replacing existing through wall air conditioning units to integrated cooling system 
at each dwelling unit.  Further evaluation through the Schematic Design Phase will be required to identify the most 
effective and best valued combination of renovation options to pursue with the established budget.  
 
Major scope of work increase summarized below: 
 

� Phased construction with 3 years construction  
� General conditions/requirement increased to 20% 
� Allowance for façade staging and (3) new elevator cabs 
� New storm water retention system 
� New exterior windows, window walls and exterior building façade cladding system 
� Replace all exterior sealant at concrete panels and window systems 
� Replace all apartment bathroom tub to walk in shower system in each dwelling units 
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� Replacing existing thru wall cooling with integrated cooling system (VRF type) 
� Increased waste, water and storm drain riser and distribution plumbing cost  
� Replace all electrical load center panels in individual dwelling units as well new main electrical service 
� New fire alarm and smoke detection system with addressable devices, voice evacuation and Bi-Directional 

Antenna system 
� Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) abatement scope cost included 

 
HISTORY OF CONSTRUCTION AND MAJOR RENOVATIONS 
 

The 2 buildings were designed in 1971 and occupied in 1973. The buildings underwent many renovations over the life 
of the building with several notable major renovations from improving corridor ventilation and common area finishes in 
2000 to exterior window replacement and conversion of studio units into mini-one bedrooms by enclosing balconies in 
2006.  As part of this renovation, (3) studio units were combined to make 2 accessible (ADA) units.  Other maintenance 
projects have taken place over the years including installation of solar panels and roof replacement in 2011.   
 

� Installation of Fire Warning System    (1985) 
� Soffit Renovations     (1988) 
� Asbestos Abatement at HP units    (1995) 
� Replacement of Site Retaining Wall    (1995)  
� Green Saver Lighting Improvements    (1995)  
� GFI at Kitchens and Baths     (1995)  
� Elevator Improvements, HP Upgrade    (1996) 
� DHW and Heating Conversion   (1998)  
� Energy Improvement     (1998) 
� Common Area Finish Improvements    (2000)  
� Corridor Ventilation Improvement    (2002)  
� Exterior Modernization/Conversion of Studio Units  (2005)  
� Elevator Modernization at 50 Churchill    (2010)  
� Emergency Generator Replacement    (2011) 
� Installation of Solar Photovoltaic Panels   (2011) 
� Lighting Retrofit      (2011)  
� Roof Replacement      (2011) 
� Mechanical Upgrades    (2011) 
� Elevator Replacement at 30 Churchill    (2014) 

 
 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
 

In August of 2015, the Cambridge Housing Authority (CHA) issued an RFP for designer services for the Revitalization 
of Daniel F. Burns (MA 3-7).  The scope of work as described in the RFP included 4 phases of work: 
 

1. Existing Conditions / Concepts Phase: An evaluation of the existing conditions including all building systems, 
unit interiors and layouts, common areas and handicapped accessibility  

 
2. Extended Schematic Design Phase: The development of a Schematic Report that incorporates sustainable 

design features based on recommendations drawn from Phase 1 
 
3. Construction Document Phase:  Development of Bidding and Construction Documents including phasing 
 
4. Construction Phase:  Comprehensive services during the construction phase. 
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The construction budget was stipulated (originally in 2015) at $15,000,000 with a 10% contingency.  Bargmann 
Hendrie + Archetype, Inc. (BH+A) responded to the RFP, interviewed with CHA and the residents and was ultimately 
awarded the contract in May of 2016.  BH+A was authorized in May 2016 to proceed with Task 1 Existing Conditions.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Site Accessibility 

 
1. Design team has measured and confirmed slopes in question with a Smart Level 
2. Design team shall draw a new accessible ramp for #30 that does not exceed 12:1 during schematic design 

phase 
3. Suggest modifications to ramp and stair handrails to make code compliant 
4. Suggest repaving of path from Clarendon and courtyard terrace to bring cross slope into compliance 
5. Suggest repair on east side of Building #50 to restore 50:1 slope maximum at accessible parking stalls 
6. Routes leading to accessible entrance be regraded per MAAB requirement 
7. Fit all accessible ramps with handrails/guardrails on both sides of ramp 
8. Paved area, within accessible routes be replaced showing signs of deterioration 
 
Canopy Trees 
1. Remove select overgrown and declining trees 
2. Have arborist conduct an assessment of existing trees.  (Assessment has been conducted and is included 

in this report). 
3. Remove all dead limbs, tip dieback and branches conducive to snow loading 
4. Consider replanting new native trees in select areas 
 
Landscape Understory 
1. More hardy native shrubs and groundcovers should be added 
2. Dwarf shrub varieties are useful in maintaining site lines for a better sense of safety 
3. There should be more layering of plant material 
4. A natural shredded bark mulch should be used 
5. Yearly maintenance should include removal of old mulch prior to top dressing with new 
6. Consider ringing catch basins with crushed stone or similar material to reduce siltation 
 
Arrival and Place making 
1. Develop a welcoming approach from Churchill Ave that integrates circulation, wind/rain protection, lighting, 

planting and signage.  Explore the possibility of a more generous canopy structure 
2. Develop a landscape edge treatment on Churchill Ave, possibly a row of properly sized trees with shrubs 

and groundcover.  Explore reducing the existing concrete aprons at the building 
3. Design a trash and recycling enclosure that is attractive and durable 
4. Develop landscape treatment options for the Clarendon side of #50 
5. Consider re-grading the front lawn and finding a new location for the flag pole 
 
Civil 
1. All pipes and catch basin should be cleaned 
2. All catch basin and inlets be fitted with hoods over outlets 
3. There has not been opportunity to observe any flooding in the south parking area at 30 Churchill after the 

City of Cambridge installed the back flow and new catch basins in this area due to lack of rainfall this 
season.  Recommend any future flooding should be recorded and reported to CHA for further 
investigation. 
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Structural Systems & Building Envelope 
 
1. Monitor existing cracks in concrete slab for propagation or rebar deterioration 
2. 5% limit on gravity load for any renovation.   
3. In order for any renovation to qualifies as limited structural alteration for lateral load purposes, the walls 

cannot be removed or weakened with openings or penetrations by more than 10% 
4. Roof drainage system to maintain the average depth of water accumulation of 6” or less 

 
Building Envelope 
 

Pre-Cast concrete wall panels 
1. Remove spalls that present fall hazards 
2. Repair cracks in precast panels 
3. Clean stains on concrete 
4. Remove abandoned anchors/hardware at concrete facade and seal holes 

 
Cast in Place concrete 
1. Remove incipient spalls immediately that present fall hazards and/or are located adjacent to pedestrian 

walkways. 
2. Clean and coat any steel reinforcement exposed and repair as required 
3. Clean and coat exposed reinforcement. Repair with patching material. 
4. Remove and replace delaminated traffic bearing waterproof membrane on balconies. 
5. Route cracks in the cast-in-place concrete, continuing till the crack ceases, and seal or repair with mortar. 
6. Review balcony railing post anchor pockets to confirm no cracking or spalling at these areas.  

 
Roof and Fiber cement board 
1. Repair or replace roof counterflashing at gaps and open joints 
2. Repair or replace roof membrane termination bars where they have pulled away from walls 
3. Repair roof membrane where weathered, cracked, crazed, blistered and where holes exist 
4. Review code requirements for additional roof overflow drains or scuppers.  See structural report for further 

explanation 
5. Remove and replace weathered sealant joints, install sealant where sealant is missing 
6. Replace warped fiber cement panels at 30 Churchill façade facing the entry canopy 
7. Clean out balcony and roof drains 

 
Common Interiors & Entrances 
1. Clean and paint walls, ceilings in common hallways.  Consider a color scheme with accent walls during the 

Schematic Design report phase 
2. New carpet throughout common hallway, community room, rec rooms, offices with low maintenance, 

sustainable product to be studied during Schematic Design report phase 
3. Add A/V system for Community Room 
4. Address acoustic issues identified in the report 
5. Investigate new Mechanical system for community room 
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Stairwells 

1. Add new guardrail and handrail extension in existing stairwells to conform to code requirement 
 
Apartment Interiors 

1. Replace kitchen appliance, cabinets, countertop, flooring per CHA standard 
2. Replace bath plumbing fixtures, accessories, lighting, flooring per CHA Standard 
3. Replace flooring with Green Communities compliant product.  Materials, finishes and colors to be proposed 

in Schematic Design report phase 
4. Replace closet doors with solid MDF with integrated pivots per CHA Standard 
5. Add (1) light fixture to Kitchen.  Add (1) overhead light fixture with switch in closet 
6. Clean and paint walls and ceilings.  Finish and color to be determined in Schematic Design report phase 
7. Paint entry doors and replace door knobs with levers 
8. Replace window shades with mini blinds per CHA Standard 

 
Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire Protection Systems 
 
HVAC 

1. Replace (3) roof top make up air units and (3) corridor exhaust fan system 
2. Replace all bathroom, kitchen, trash room exhaust fans 
3. Clean and air seal all ductworks and new grilles at all individual apartments, typical 
4. Replace hydronic circulation pumps as base building scope 
5. Replace 10% of apartments of hydronic baseboard piping in base scope 
6. Replace all through wall Air Conditioning in individual apartments in base building scope 
7. Replace electric baseboard at Bridge with hydronic baseboard heating system   
8. Repair unit ventilators in common community spaces, rec rooms, staff rooms and offices at 50 Churchill first 

floor in base building scope 
9. Replace electric wall heaters at all lobby entrance areas 

 
Fire Protection 

1. Test and inspect fire pump and existing partial sprinkler system.  Latest test included as part of this report 
2. Replace fire pump, jockey pump and all associated controls, switches in base scope 
3. Design team is assuming a complete sprinkler system throughout the buildings will need to be installed 

based on the renovation scope under consideration.  Assuming International Existing Building Code Level 3 
Renovation 

Plumbing 
1. Determine cause of excessive water usage.  Water sonic testing and flow meters proposals are solicited 

pending CHA approval 
2. Consider reactivating the water treatment system as Cambridge water can be hard and causes problems for 

plumbing systems.  CHA uses Watts one flow for water treatment system as this system does not require 
periodic addition of salt or chemicals 

3. Replace the domestic water storage tank and associated circulation pump in base building scope 
4. Install automatic balancing valves at each hot water riser to provide a method of balancing the system to 

alleviate long wait times for hot water for residents 
5. Replace plumbing fixtures in all apartments per CHA Standard  
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Electrical & Fire Detection Systems 
 
Main Power distribution 

1. Perform thermal imaging test of the Main Switchboard.   
2. Replace main switch gear in base building scope 
3. Replace individual apartment load center panel (stab-loc) with new 100 amp panel  as part of base building 

scope 
Lighting 

1. Replace fluorescent lighting with LED fixtures whenever practicable 
2. Consider install new site lighting per CHA Standard (12’to 15’ pole, direct cast down, LED with daylight 

sensor and warmest lamp temperature as possible.  Include lights on motion sensors in security conscious 
areas to be studied in schematic report phase 
 

Fire and Smoke Detection system 
1. Install ADA-compliant fire alarm systems at existing (2) ADA/accessible units in base building scope 
2. Consider replacing all signaling devices (fire alarm) with ADA compliant devices in schematic report phase 
3. Consider replacing all smoke system with addressable initiating devices to be studied in schematic report 

phase 
4. Consider installing a voice evacuation system to be studied in schematic report phase 
5. Install Bi-Directional Antenna system in base building scope  

 
Security/Communications/AV 

1. Power over Ethernet (POE) IP based security camera system to monitor access points, elevators, parking 
lots, community rooms, laundry room per CHA Standard (DigiMerge camera system as basis of design) 

2. Install a wireless network on each floor and provide Wi-Fi service as practicable 
3. Add door alarms at all egress doors as a deterrent to exterior doors being propped open and compromise 

building security in base building scope 
4. Add an overhead speaker sound system for voice and music, with wireless hearing loop for community room 

only in base building scope 
5. Add a ceiling mounted projector for video viewing and a large screen in community room in base building 

scope 
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Civil 
 
Drainage System 
 
A series of catch basins, drop inlets and manholes collect storm water and convey it to the City of Cambridge’s 
combined sewer system. Onsite structures were opened and visually inspected for overall condition and consistency 
with record plans. In general, most of the drainage structures contain sediments and refuse. Some catch basins are 
located at the low points of landscape areas and are surrounded by mulch, loam, and plants; all of which can be 
washed or wind-blown into the structures and pipes. Some catch basins are lacking hoods over their outlets, further 
contributing sediments and refuse to the system downstream. 
 
Southern Parking Lot 
A 15” City of Cambridge combined sewer main runs through the southern parking lot and connects the combined 
sewer systems in Churchill Avenue and Clarendon Avenue.  The invert of the combined sewer in Churchill Avenue is 
approximately 12.7 and the invert of the combined sewer in Clarendon Avenue is approximately 13.3.  The existing 
grade elevation in Churchill Avenue at the combined sewer is approximately 25.0 and the existing grade elevation in 
Clarendon Avenue at the combined sewer is approximately 21.5.  
 
The southern parking lot, behind #30 Churchill Avenue, has historically been subject to ponding during storm events. In 
2015 the City of Cambridge installed three new drop inlets and a manhole with backflow prevention which connects to 
the 15” combined sewer mentioned above.   
 

 
2015 Drainage Improvements  
 
The existing low point elevation in the southern parking lot is approximately 17.1 (approximately 8’ below Churchill 
Avenue and 4’ below Clarendon Avenue).  The invert elevations of the new drop inlets are approximately 14.3 
(approximately 1’ above the invert of the combined sewer in Clarendon Avenue). 
  
The surface area of the southern parking lot is approximately 7,000 sf.  As a general rule of thumb, a drop inlet can 
efficiently drain ½ acre of pavement.  The three drop inlets drain approximately 0.15 acres of pavement, so ample 
grate capacity is provided.   
 
During large storm events, when the combined sewer mains are surcharged, the backflow prevention installed in 2015 
will prevent water that is within the combined sewer from backing up through the drop inlets and flowing into the 
southern parking lot.  During these times, due to the existing grade and invert elevations, stormwater runoff from the 
southern parking lot will be precluded from entering the 15” combined sewer as it will be in a pressurized condition.  
During this time, it may appear that stormwater from within the combined sewer is flowing out of the drop inlets and into 
the site, when in reality, the stormwater from the site is ponding as it cannot enter the combined sewer.  Once the 
surcharge condition dissipates, the ponded stormwater will enter the combined sewer. 
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The inspection was done on a dry day, so we were unable to make any observations as to the function of the new 
structures. 
 
Accessibility 
 
Parking 
There are two on-site parking lots. The lot accessed from the northerly curb cut on Clarendon Avenue is striped for 18 
spaces, including 4 spaces marked as accessible spaces. The accessible entrance serviced by this parking lot is 
approximately 70 feet from the lot and is reached by passing through a fence gate and across an asphalt driveway. 
While the number of accessible parking spaces satisfy the requirements set by the MAAB, none of the provided spaces 
are van accessible. For up to 25 parking spaces, 1 accessible space is required, and a minimum of 1 van accessible 
space is required (this can be the same space). Pavement slopes within the accessible parking area were measured 
and exceed the limits allowed by MAAB. 
 

 
Northern Lot - Slope Measurement  
 
The second lot, accessed by the southerly curb cut on Clarendon Avenue, is striped for 16 spaces, including 2 
accessible spaces. The accessible entrance serviced by this parking lot is located under the building’s 2nd floor 
overhang, immediately adjacent to the parking lot. There is a clear path, across asphalt pavement, from the parking lot 
to the accessible entrance. The number of accessible parking spaces satisfy the requirements of the MAAB and a van 
accessible space is provided. Pavement slopes within the accessible parking spaces were measured and exceed the 
limits allowed by the MAAB. 
 

 
Southern Lot - Accessible Parking  
 
Accessible Routes  
Accessible routes must be provided between accessible parking areas and the building(s) they serve, as well as 
between the buildings and to all common use spaces throughout the site. There are several outdoor areas that appear 
to be for common use, including seating areas and a gazebo, which all require to be served by accessible routes. 
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Access features throughout the site were checked for compliance of slope, horizontal dimension and inclusion of 
handrails (where required). The site’s accessible routes are all compliant or nearly compliant. For example, the sloped 
path leading to the entrance to #30 Churchill Avenue exceeds 5% and is therefore classified as a ramp. The ramp has 
a handrail on only one side. MAAB requires handrails on both sides of a ramp. Ramps also may not be curved, as this 
ramp is.  
 

 
Accessible Route  
 
Another example is at the set of stairs leading from the entrance on Churchill Street to the southerly parking lot where 
the top stair rise is less than the others. All reveals must be consistent within the set of stairs to the tolerances required 
by the building code. 

 
Recommendations 

Drainage System   
 
All structures and pipes should be cleaned. All catch basins and inlets should be fitted with hoods over their outlets to 
prevent oils and floatables from entering the downstream system. Mulch should be pulled away from catch basins and 
stabilized to prevent runoff or wind carrying it into the basins.  
 
Further observation of the recently installed inlets and manhole with backflow prevention during a rain event is required 
to determine if the backflow prevention is functioning and the extent of ponding.  If the backflow prevention is 
functioning properly and ponding does occur that impacts the building and site, a storm water storage tank/pumping 
system should be investigated. 

Accessibility  
 
Parking 
Accessible parking spaces should be regraded to comply with slope requirements. The routes leading to accessible 
entrances should be regraded, where necessary, to comply with slope requirements. A van accessible space should 
be provided in the north parking lot.  
 
Accessible Routes  
Accessible routes should be provided from the buildings to the common use areas. All ramps should be fitted with 
handrails on both sides. Paved areas, within accessible routes, should be replaced where there are signs of 
deterioration. 
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Landscape 
 
SITE ACCESSIBILITY 
 
Overview 
 

1.  The American’s with Disabilities Act and the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board require accessible 
routes from a public way to the entrance of a building.  They also require that an adequate number of 
accessible parking spaces are located on a site and that there is an accessible route from those parking 
spaces to the entrance of a building.  Outdoor amenities such as terraces or gazebos are required to be 
accessible as well. 

2.  The Burns Apartment site is located on a sloped site making accessibility challenging in places.  Accessible 
routes are comprised of sidewalks, walkways interior to the site, accessible ramps and terraces.  These 
routes connect accessible parking spaces as well as the public sidewalks to the main entrances of the 
building. In a few areas site stairs exist where direct pedestrian connections occur over abrupt changes in 
grade. 

3. RBA has conducted field measurements of existing slopes with a Smart Level and through visual inspection.   
 

Problems 
 

1. There are non-compliant areas along otherwise accessible routes including: 
a. Grades in excess of 12:1 at the #30 accessible ramp 
b. Non-compliant handrails at the #30 accessible ramp and adjacent stair 
c. Cross slopes in excess of 50:1 (2%) on the approach path from Clarendon Ave 
d. Cross slopes in excess of 50:1 at the accessible parking space loading zone on the east side of 

#50 
e. Cross slopes in excess of 50:1 at the courtyard terrace 

 
Recommendations 
 

1. Design team has measured and confirmed slopes in question with a Smart Level 
2. Design team shall draw a new accessible ramp for #30 that does not exceed 12:1  
3. Suggest modifications to ramp and stair rails that are code compliant 
4. Suggest repaving of path from Clarendon and courtyard terrace to bring cross slope into compliance 
5. Suggest repair on east side of Building #50 to restore 50:1 slope maximum at accessible parking 
6. Confirm with BH+A accessible route on west side of #30 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Handrails on both sides of ramp required Slope is over 12:1 at the curve.  This area needs to be re-

graded 
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Top rail detail does not allow continuous gripping Stair handrail at bottom of stair needs proper extension  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Striped loading zone on east side has too much slope Terrace has a cross slope greater than 2% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Walk from Clarendon has a cross slopes over 2%  Team to confirm that this entrance is accessible.  

Team to check with  operations on how this door 
is used. 
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CANOPY TREES 
 
 
Overview 
 

1. The site contains mature canopy trees that provide dense shade in gathering areas 
2. Canopy and smaller trees provide effective shade and enclosure on the site. 
 

Problems 
1. Residents & management staff noted that certain trees are in decline, are planted too close to the building 

and are potentially hazardous if they fail in high winds. 
 
Recommendations 

1. Remove select overgrown and declining trees 
2. Have arborist conduct an assessment of existing trees.  (Assessment has been conducted and is included in 

this report). 
3. Remove all dead limbs, tip dieback and branches conducive to snow loading 
4. Consider replanting new native trees in select areas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Long branches conducive to failure under snow loads Pine trees are over mature with thinning canopies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Significant tip dieback     
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LANDSCAPE UNDERSTORY 
 
 
Overview 

1. There is significant landscape bed area on the site  
2. Beds properly planted can provide softening from building edges, seasonal interest and a sense of 

enclosure. 
3. Landscape beds should be planted such that maintenance is minimized. 
 

Problems 
1. There is a preponderance of mulch in many beds.  This is especially a problem in well used social spaces. 
2. Layering of fresh mulch annually results in undesirable mounding 
3. The mulch is dyed red (recycled wood byproduct) with an unnatural appearance 
4. There is no sign of landscape maintenance in certain areas of the site 
5. Shrubs are missing in key areas 
6. Several catch basins are located within mulch beds.  Sumps will fill quickly with sediment. 

 
Recommendations 

1. More hardy native shrubs and groundcovers should be added. 
2. Dwarf shrub varieties are useful in maintaining site lines for a better sense of safety 
3. There should be more layering of plant material 
4. A natural shredded bark mulch should be used 
5. Yearly maintenance should include removal of old mulch prior to top dressing with new 
6. Consider ringing catch basins with crushed stone or similar material to reduce siltation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 Bare mulch bed at outdoor terrace Bed facing Clarendon is unmaintained 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Entry area is underplanted and not well defined  
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ARRIVAL AND PLACEMAKING 
 
Overview 

1. The pedestrian arrival experience and one’s general perception of the site could be improved with some 
simple changes.   

 
Problems 

1. The pedestrian arrival experience from Churchill Ave is constricted and utilitarian.  It could be more 
welcoming.  Consider improved signage. 

2. The Building #50 edge against the Churchill Ave sidewalk is bare and hard.  Mechanical vents and concrete 
aprons dominate the view. 

3. Several trash and recycling containers are scattered and are not contained at the corner of #50. 
4. A black guardrail on the Clarendon Ave side of #50 is situated within a bed of weeds and appears to be 

unnecessary. 
5. The flagpole is set within a local low spot in the grade which interrupts a welcoming, continuous plane of 

lawn. 
 
Recommendations 

1. Develop a welcoming approach from Churchill Ave that integrates circulation, wind/rain protection, lighting, 
planting and signage.  Explore the possibility of a more generous canopy structure. 

2. Develop a landscape edge treatment on Churchill Ave, possibly a row of properly sized trees with shrubs and 
groundcover.  Explore reducing the existing concrete aprons at the building.  

3. Design a trash and recycling enclosure that is attractive and durable. 
4. Develop landscape treatment options for the Clarendon side of #50. 
5. Consider re-grading the front lawn and finding a new location for the flag pole. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Widen path from Churchill.  Provide canopy and mitigate wind  Improve buffer between building and sidewalk 
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Design an enclosure for trash and recycling Consider removing metal rail and adding a native 

groundcover 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Consider removing dip at flag pole.   Consider a new paved social terrace 
Regrade slope and relocate pole. 
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Structural Conditions Report  

Introduction 

This report on the existing condition of the structure of Daniel F. Burns apartments is based on the 
following: 

• A walk-through site visit performed by staff of Lim Consultants, Inc. on May 25, 2016. 
• Selected original drawings: twenty-two architectural drawings and three structural drawing dated 

December 13, 1971 by Benjamin Thompson & Associates Inc. and Lemessurier Associates, Inc. 
 

General 
Designed in 1971 and first occupied in 1973, the Daniel F. Burns Apartments include two buildings - 30 
Churchill Avenue and 50 Churchill Avenue linked by an enclosed bridge at the second floor.  Together the 
two buildings house 198 units consisting of studio, one-bedroom, and two-bedroom apartments.  There is 
a center courtyard encompassed by the two buildings and the bridge.   
 
30 Churchill Avenue lies along the south side of the property.  It has a rectangular footprint with 62 feet in 
the north-south direction and 166 feet in the east-west direction.  The building has six stories above the 
courtyard level and a full basement level below the courtyard grade.    
 
50 Churchill Avenue has three wings and a “C” shaped footprint.  The five-story west wing fronts Churchill 
Avenue and measures165 feet; the south wing is 106-foot long and four stories tall, fronting Clarendon 
Avenue;   the six-story north wing spans 130 feet between the north and south wings.  There is a partial 
basement under the west wing housing storage rooms and rooms for MEP equipment.   
 
Between the west end of 30 Churchill and the west wing of 50 Churchill is a 31-foot long and 8-foot wide 
enclosed bridge, providing a passageway between two buildings at the second floor.  
 
Foundation 
The available record drawings do not provide sufficient information on foundation construction for the two 
buildings, except that it appears to be a spread footing system with 12-inch thick perimeter 
foundation/basement walls. The first floor, or the roof of the basement, appears to be constructed of cast-
in-place concrete slabs of 8” to 12” thick supported by interior and exterior concrete walls.  The floor of 
the basement is likely concrete slab on compacted fill.  Thickness and steel reinforcement of the slab-on-
grade cannot be found on the drawings. 
 
Superstructure  
 
The superstructure of the buildings consists of precast and prestressed concrete planks supported on 
precast concrete bearing walls, a type of construction common for residential buildings of this era.   
 
The floor layout for the 30 Churchill and the 50 Churchill are similar.  It includes a center corridor running 
longitudinally and rooms on either side of the corridor.  The typical floor system consists of 2-inch cast-in-
place concrete topping over 6-inch precast and prestressed concrete hollow core planks.  The planks 
span parallel to the corridor between the bearing walls that divide the rooms.  Over the corridor the planks 
span between concrete beams in line with the walls. The bearing walls are 8-inch thick precast concrete 
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panels at approximately 22 feet intervals that were post tensioned vertically as they were stacked up 
during construction.   The typical floor to floor height is 8 feet 4 inches. 
 
The roof structure is similar in construction to the typical floor; with the exception that the topping slab 
varies in thickness, forming sloped surfaces required by designed roof pitch.   
 
The 31-foot bridge is constructed of single span concrete hollow core plank floor and roof between 
concrete beams in building walls at the second and third floors respectively.  Floor structure of the bridge 
is 2-inch concrete topping over 10-inch thick planks.  The bridge roof consists of 2-inch topping over 8-
inch thick planks. The roof and floor planks are seated on concrete beams with expansion joints at both 
ends. 
 
List of design live loads and wind load is not included on the only available structural drawing.  Based on 
similar building constructions we estimate the residential floor live load to be 40 pounds per square foot 
(psf), and design wind load to be 20 psf.   The design predates adoption of the first edition of 
Massachusetts State Building Code in 1975, therefore earthquake loading was unlikely to have been 
accounted for and any renovations will likely trigger seismic upgrades.   
 
Ponding over Existing Roof:   It is typical for buildings of this era to design for 30 psf of roof snow load; 
there is no evidence our structure has included additional capacity.  When snow is not present, 30 psf 
translates to the weight of approximately 6” deep water.  Therefore it is desirable for the roof drainage 
system to maintain the average depth of water accumulation to 6” or less.   
 
History of Structural Modifications  
 
Numerous architectural and MEP/FP system improvement projects have taken place over the years, they 
include:  

• Installation of Fire Warning System (1985) 
• Soffit Renovations (1988) 
• Asbestos Abatement at HP units (1995) 
• Replacement of Site Retaining Wall (1995)  
• Green Saver Lighting Improvements (1995)  
• GFI at Kitchens and Baths (1995)  
• Elevator Improvements, HP Upgrade (1996) 
• DHW and Heating Conversion (1998)  
• Energy Improvement (1998) 
• Common Area Finish Improvements (2000)  
• Corridor Ventilation Improvement (2002)  
• Exterior Modernization/Conversion of Studio Units (2005)  
• Elevator Modernization at 50 Churchill (2010)  
• Emergency Generator Replacement (2011) 
• Installation of Solar Photovoltaic Panels (2011) 
• Lighting Retrofit (2011), Roof Replacement (2011) 
• Mechanical Upgrades (2011) 
• Elevator Replacement at 30 Churchill (2014) 
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None of the available drawings for the above projects documented major structural modifications.  Minor 
structural work includes drilling small (3 inches or less in diameter) openings in concrete slab and cutting 
foundation wall to create a door opening.  The buildings’ structural system appears to remain unaltered 
since its original construction.  Future renovations will be affected by the constraints of the structure 
 
Observed Conditions 
 
The existing structure is in good condition in general.  We did not observe signs of deterioration or 
distress in the structural elements during the walk-through.  Minor defects are shown in Figures 1 through 
4 below.  None of the conditions affect structural integrity and at this point no repair action is required.  
We recommend the conditions be monitored yearly to observe signs of crack propagation or rebar 
corrosion.               
          

                  
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1, 50 Churchill:  A Crack is 
observed in the basement roof 
concrete slab in the ceiling of a 
mechanical room. 

Figure  2, the  typical  layout  of  precast  planks
spanning between  concrete beams  above  center
corridor.  Discoloration was noted on a beam near
room  132  at  50  Churchill, possibly due  to water
damage. 
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Figure 3, a vertical crack is observed at the 
corner of first floor exterior wall at the south 
wing of 50 Churchill. 

Figure 4, Coating over concrete 
spandrel beams have peeled off 
at underside of porch.  The 
condition is observed  at almost 
all the porch spandral beams 
and underside of most 
overhaning concrete at both 
buildings. 
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BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENETS  

Chapter 34 of Massachusetts State Building Code, which is a Massachusetts-amended version of the 
International Existing Building Code (IEBC), governs the proposed renovation. The Work Area 
Compliance method will be used.  The proposed renovation will comply with the requirements for Level 3 
Alteration, wherein the proposed reconfigured spaces will exceed 50% of the total floor area of the 
building.   

1. Requirements on Gravity Load Supporting System 

According to IEBC, all existing structural members – floor planks, bearing walls, and foundation must 
be assessed for capacity under the proposed design gravity loads. Any stress increase in the existing 
members, including cumulative effects of renovation since original construction, must be limited to 5 
percent; all new structural members must comply with the requirements of the current International 
Building Code (IBC). When the 5 percent limit is exceeded, the existing structural members must be 
evaluated and reinforced if necessary to support the increased loading.  
 
Adding new equipment on roof or floor, or introducing openings in load bearing walls will alter the 
gravity load path and trigger analysis if the 5 percent limit is exceeded.  New structural supports and 
reinforcement of existing structural members will be necessary if existing members are found 
inadequate.    
 

2. Requirements on Lateral Load Supporting System 
 
For Level 3 Alteration, IEBC requires an engineering evaluation and analysis that establishes the 
structural adequacy of the altered structure be performed.  If the proposed structural work involves 
more than 30% of the areas tributary to the vertical load carrying components, the renovation will be a 
Substantial Structural Alteration; otherwise the renovation will be a Limited Structural Alteration.  
 
For a Substantial Structural Alteration, the altered structure is required to conform with the current 
International Building Code (IBC) for wind loading and for reduced IBC level seismic loading. This 
would result in a major upgrade of the existing structural system. 
 
For a Limited Structural Alteration, any existing lateral load-resisting structural element whose 
demand-capacity ratio with the alteration considered is more than 10% greater than its demand-
capacity ratio with the alteration ignored shall comply with the reduced IBC level seismic forces.  If the 
demand-capacity ratio increase do not exceed 10%, the proposed upgrades on lateral load carrying 
members will not be required.  Similar to the gravity load increase calculation, the demand-capacity 
ratio evaluation will include cumulative effect since the original construction of the buildings. 
 
This renovation will qualify as a Limited Structural Alteration.  The existing precast concrete bearing 
walls were not designed to resist seismic loading but are the main components of the lateral load 
resistance system.   In order to avoid seismic upgrade or reinforcement, the walls cannot be removed 
or weakened with openings or penetrations by more than 10%.    
 
In case seismic reinforcement is necessary, they will be achieved by introducing a combination of 
concrete or CMU shear walls, steel diagonal braces, steel beams, steel or concrete columns, and 
concrete foundations.  The seismic reinforcement may not be limited to the floor or bay the weakened 
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structure occurs, since a proper load path will need to be established to carry the reduced IBC level 
seismic forces to the foundation. 
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Building Envelope & Exterior 
PRECAST WALL PANELS 
 
Overview 
 

1. The main exterior cladding system consists of precast wall panels. 
2. The panels are generally in good condition, with limited cracking and spalling. 

 
Problems 
 

1. There is one incipient spall on the precast wall panels that presents a significant fall hazard. The incipient spall is 
located on the north end of the west courtyard elevation on the third floor. This spall is of significant size, and is located 
relatively close above a building access point. 

2. Some precast wall panels are cracked. These cracks are typically vertical, and at least two feet in length. 
3. There is unknown staining on precast wall panels at several locations. Some staining appears to be associated with 

water running down the building face, including beneath drains. 
4. Abandoned and exposed anchors are present on the northern end of the east elevation of the 50 Churchill Avenue 

building, at the first and third floors. These anchors are adjacent to the ventilation stacks, and are beginning to corrode, 
staining the side of the building. 

 
Recommendations  

1. Remove incipient spalls immediately that present fall hazards and/or are located adjacent to pedestrian walkways. 
2. Route cracks in the precast panels, continuing till the crack ceases, and seal or repair with mortar. 
3. Unknown staining can likely be cleaned with light pressure washing, or with water and brush. Staining occurring 

typically below balcony drains may require some extension or repair to the balcony drain pipe/outlet, in order to 
properly divert water off the balcony and away from the wall surface. 

4. Abandoned and exposed anchors should be removed, and the resulting hole sealed or patched with mortar. 
 

 
Incipient spall on west courtyard elevation on 30 Churchill 

 
Vertical crack on a precast wall panel on north elevation of 
50 Churchill 
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Unknown staining on precast wall panels near parapet wall 
on west elevation of 30 Churchill 

 
Abandoned and exposed anchors on the east elevation of 
50 Churchill 

 
CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE 
 
Overview 
 

1. The foundation walls, spandrel and cantilevered beams, and balcony floors consist of cast-in-place concrete. 
2. There is a traffic bearing waterproofing membrane on the balcony surfaces. 

Problems 
 

1. There is one incipient spall above a balcony drain that presents a significant fall hazard. The incipient spall is located at 
the fourth floor balcony of unit 418 on the east courtyard elevation of the 50 Churchill Avenue building. This spall is of 
significant size, and is located relatively close above a building access point. 

2. Multiple patches on the balconies are cracked at the patch perimeter and within the patch in some cases. Additionally 
several are stained around the perimeter. 

3. Several cantilevered concrete beams that support the fifth and sixth floor balconies have corrosion staining present on 
the soffit, and in some cases steel reinforcement is exposed. 

4. The traffic coating on several balcony floors is delaminated at the interface with the wall and the base of wall 
counterflashing.  

5. Vertical cracks are present on several concrete spandrels at the base of the balcony railing post anchor pockets and 
above balcony drain outlets. 

 
Recommendations 
 

1. Remove incipient spalls immediately that present fall hazards and/or are located adjacent to pedestrian walkways. 
2. Sound concrete patches exhibiting cracking. Remove unsound patch material. Clean and coat any steel reinforcement 

exposed as a result of this removal. Repair the patches. 
3. Sound portions of cantilevered beams with visible corrosion staining or exposed steel reinforcement. Remove unsound 

concrete. Clean and coat exposed reinforcement. Repair with patching material. 
4. Remove and replace delaminated traffic bearing waterproof membrane on balconies. 
5. Route cracks in the cast-in-place concrete, continuing till the crack ceases, and seal or repair with mortar. Review 

balcony railing post anchor pockets to confirm no cracking or spalling at these areas. Repair similarly to 3 and 5 as 
necessary. 
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Incipient spall above balcony drain on east courtyard 
elevation of 50 Churchill  
 

 
Corrosion staining on cantilevered concrete beam soffit on 
the east elevation of 50 Churchill  
 

 
Vertical crack above balcony drain on the north elevation of 
30 Churchill 

 
Concrete patch with staining and cracks around patch 
perimeter 
 

 
Delaminated traffic bearing membrane on balcony 
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WINDOWS, CURTAIN WALL, AND INSULATING GLAZING UNITS 
 
Overview 
 

1. The windows consist of standard aluminum windows as well as aluminum curtain wall, each including one inch thick 
insulating glass, with Low-E coating. 

2. Documents provided to WJE indicate the standard window and curtain wall assemblies are Series 675 Heavy 
Commercial Hung and Fixed windows (AAMA rating of HC-60) manufactured by EFCO Corporation, and that all 
warranties have expired at this time. The insulating glazing unit (IGU) manufacturer information provided indicates the 
manufacturer is the Solar Seal Company, with warranties again having expired. In the field manufacturing labels were 
not visible to determine if other manufactured systems or materials have been used. 

 
Problems 
 

1. There is reported water intrusion to the building interior at the windows at the western end of the second story 
connecting bridge. 

 
Recommendations 
 

1. Conduct water infiltration diagnostic investigation of windows and adjacent construction at this location to determine 
the water intrusion pathway(s). Repair opportunities can be evaluated following investigation.

 
DOORS 
 
Overview 

1. Sliding glass balcony doors are present at each balcony location. 
2. Documents provided to WJE indicate the standard exterior door assemblies are manufactured by EFCO Corporation, 

and that all warranties have expired at this time. The insulating glazing unit (IGU) manufacturer information provided 
indicates the manufacturer is the Solar Seal Company, with warranties again having expired. In the field manufacturing 
labels were not visible to determine if other manufactured systems or materials have been used. 

 
Problems 
 

1. The balcony doors in various units are difficult to open, and do not comply with ADA regulations. 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. Review door closures and hardware. Consider remediation/rehabilitation work to door systems to improve ease of 
operation. Neither air or water infiltration concerns have been expressed for exterior door systems in their current 
condition; therefore improvements are limited to ease of operation. 

2. The building code consultant should assess all typical exterior door systems to determine if ADA compliance is in 
question.

 
ROOF 

 
Overview 
 

1. The roofing system consists of a ballasted Carlisle EDPM roofing membrane, with stainless steel flashings. The age of 
these systems, on the different roof areas, has not yet been confirmed by the manufacturer and is beyond its useful 
life. 
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2. Warranty information available for a Tremco roofing system at the fifth floor installed in 2000. WJE did not observe 
Tremco roofing manufacturing labels on any roof areas observed, so this should be confirmed and is beyond its useful 
life. 

3. All other additional warranty information indicates that the warranties for each roof area have expired at this time. CHA 
indicated that much of the roofing was replaced in 2011; however, these records have not been provided to WJE for 
review. WJE is providing annotated roof plans to indicate locations of typical roofing issues. CHA and BH+A should 
review these annotated plans along with their available warranty records to determine what roof areas and associated 
issues are covered under the active warranty. 

4. Overall roofing systems appeared to be generally in good condition, and no roofing leaks were reported to WJE. 
 
Problems 
 
Roof, Multiple Locations 

1. There are open joints between adjacent sections of base wall counterflashing sections, including interior and exterior 
corners. The open joints are typically located at the counterflashing of the high parapet walls. 

2. The roof drainage system does not include overflow drains. 
3. Holes are present in the EDPM roofing membrane on the high parapet walls at various locations. 
4. There are blisters in the silicone tape above the base wall counterflashing, and in the EDPM membrane below the 

counterflashing at sections of the high parapet walls. 
5. The EDPM roofing membrane is crazed and/or cracked, and weathered in various locations on high parapet walls.  

 
50 Churchill Avenue 

6. The installation of the counterflashing and sealant at the base of the penthouse walls and expansion joint covers has 
been poorly executed. The counterflashing is also notched at mechanical pads and expansion joint covers. 

7. Fishmouthes of the EPDM roofing membrane at the parapet walls, where the membrane transitions onto the base wall 
counterflashing. 

 
30 Churchill Avenue 

8. Termination bars at precast panel anchor plates has pulled back from surface, leaving a hole behind the termination 
bar. 

9. Additionally several terminations have excessive sealant and denting of the termination bars. 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. Repair or replace base wall counterflashing to eliminate gaps and open joints in the flashings. This would not be 
considered a roofing warranty covered issue. 

2. Under the newest edition of the Massachusetts building code, requirements have been added for the addition of 
overflow drains or scuppers. As part of any roofing system replacement, overflow measurements will need to be part of 
this scope. 

3. Repair portions of EDPM roofing membrane with holes, blisters, crazing, and cracking per the manufacturer’s 
requirements. These are issues that should be covered and corrected under the active warranty. 

4. Replace weathered areas of EDPM roofing membrane. Weathering of the membrane over time is characteristic of 
EPDM membranes. However, if any of the weathered roof sections were installed in 2011 these conditions are 
uncharacteristic, and replacement of weathered sections should be performed under the active warranty.  

5. Replace poorly executed counterflashing sections with counterflashing elevated off the roof surface. This would not be 
considered a roofing warranty covered issue. 

6. Cut out sections of EPDM roofing membrane with fishmouths, and install patches in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s directions. These are issues that should be covered and corrected under the active warranty.  

7. Repair or replace termination bars and sealants that have pulled back from the wall surface. This would not be 
considered a roofing warranty covered issue. 
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Open joint between adjacent base wall counterflashing 
sections at a parapet 

 
Hole in EDPM roofing membrane on a parapet 
 

 

Blisters in silicone tape above counterflashing at the base 
of parapet  
 

Weathered EDPM roofing membrane at parapet 
 

Notched counterflashing at the base of parapet near 
mechanical equipment 
 

 
Blister in EDPM membrane below counter flashing at the 
base of parapet
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Excessive sealant and dented counterflashing at the base 
of 

Fishmouth of EPDM membrane on the parapet wall 

 
SEALANT 

 
Overview 
 

1. Sealant joints are present at window and door perimeters, precast panel openings, between adjacent precast wall 
panels, and between cast-in-place concrete and precast concrete elements.  

2. 29,600 linear feet of sealant was replaced during 2003/2004 at the exterior sealant joints with Tremco silicone building 
sealant. These exterior sealant joints are still under Tremco’s 20 year warranty (expires 2024). The warranty 
information provided does not indicate the specific location of the sealant joints replaced in 2003/2004; CHA and BH+A 
should review their available warranty/construction records to determine if the sealant joints WJE observed issues at 
are still covered under the 20 year warranty. 

Problems 
 

1. A portion of the sealant at the windows accessible from the lower roof on 30 Churchill exhibited adhesive failure.  
2. The sealant joints below the windows of the bridge on the north elevation, and above the garage door at the west 

elevation of 30 Churchill are missing. 
3. The sealant joints at the courtyard elevations on 50 Churchill are typically weathered. Portions of these sealant joints 

are also failing cohesively and adhesively. 
4. There is corrosion staining emanating from sealant joints where the spandrel beam meets the walls of several 

balconies. 
5. The sealant joints at surface-mounted projections such as ventilation fans is weathered. 

 
Recommendations 
 

1. Remove and replace weathered sealant joints on east courtyard elevations of 50 Churchill, and west courtyard 
elevation of 30 Churchill. 

2. Install sealant (including backer rod) at open joints, where sealant is missing. 
3. Remove sealant at locations with corrosion staining emanating from joint. Clean and coat exposed reinforcement. 

Replace sealant joints including backer rod. 
4. The service life for exterior sealants is dependent on the sealant type and quality of the installation. Urethane sealants 

typically provide air and water tightness anywhere from 10-15 years, and silicone sealants 15-20 years. At this time air 
and water leakage issues have not been expressed by residents, therefore sealant joints are still performing as 
intended. However, given the age of all the sealant joints, they are in the beginning stages of failure. Holistic 
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replacement of exterior sealant joints, including those between precast panels and at fenestrations, should be 
considered given the next opportunity for exterior improvements may not be for several years after this phase. 

 

                                     
Adhesive sealant failure at window perimeter 
 

 
Weathered sealant joint at the base of a precast wall panel 
on the east courtyard elevation of 50 Churchill 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Weathered sealant at surface mounted ventilation fan 
 

Missing sealant joint at the base of the windows at the 
bridge on the north elevation of 30 Churchill 
 

Corrosion staining at sealant joint at the balcony in unit 313 
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FIBER CEMENT PANELS 
 
Overview 

1. There are exterior fiber cement wall panels on the west courtyard elevation of 30 Churchill Avenue building. 
 
Problems 

1. The fiber cement wall panels at this location are warped and the sealant joints have failed in several areas. WJE did 
not have access to review the current attachment of these panels to determine if they are a fall hazard. However, 
based on the amount of warping, it is likely that fasteners have either pulled out of the substrate or through the panels 
themselves. 

 
Recommendations 

1. Based on a the fall hazard concern these warped fiber cement panels represent, the current attachment of these 
panels should be reviewed up close as soon as possible. Panels that have lost their attachment to the substrate due to 
warping should be removed/replaced or refastened at this time. 

2. Confirm support framing behind panels provides a uniform and flat surface that does not add to the warping. 
3. Remove and replace failing sealant joints between fiber cement panels, and between fiber cement to precast panels. 

 

 
Warped fiber cement wall panels with failing sealant joints 

 
PLUMBING (DRAINS) 
 
Overview 

1. Roof top drainage system consists of standard rooftop drains. 
2. Balcony drainage system consists of 1-1/2 inch diameter pipes with a 3/4 inch pitch through the precast spandrels of 

the balconies. 

 
Problems 

1. Several of the drains on the balconies are clogged. 
 
Recommendations 

1. Clean out existing balcony drains, and install a protective grating to prevent blocking of the drains. 
2. Consider cleaning out each of the existing roof top drains. It was unknown when this was last performed. 
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Typical clogged balcony drain 

 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Overview 
 
Air Barriers 

1. Air barrier systems consist of the cast-in-place concrete, precast wall panels (over light gauge steel framing, insulation, 
and gypsum wallboard), fiber cement wall panels, aluminum frame windows, curtain wall, and doors, and the roofing 
systems. 

2. The existence of any continuous air barrier within the wall system was not observed by WJE, given no inspection 
opening have been made. 

3. The R-value of the insulation within the wall system was not identified by WJE in the construction documents we 
reviewed.  

4. Within the buildings compartmentalization is achieved by means of concrete dividing walls between adjacent units and 
the precast plank floor soffit. 

 
Windows 

1. The windows consist of standard aluminum windows as well as aluminum curtain wall, each including one inch thick 
insulating glass, with Low-E coating. 

2. Documents provided to WJE indicate the standard window and curtain wall assemblies are Series 675 Heavy 
Commercial Hung and Fixed windows (AAMA rating of HC-60) manufactured by EFCO Corporation, and that all 
warranties have expired at this time. The insulating glazing unit (IGU) manufacturer information provided indicates the 
manufacturer is the Solar Seal Company, with warranties again having expired. In the field manufacturing labels were 
not visible to determine if other manufactured systems or materials have been used. 

3. In general windows appeared in good condition, additionally no leaks or draftiness through windows was reported to 
WJE. 

 
Overcladding 

1. BH+A indicated that the addition of an overcladding system to enhance the thermal performance and air tightness of 
the building is an available option, similar to the scope of work performed at Lyndon Baines Johnson Apartments. 
Considerations include an insulated metal panel system or exterior insulation and finishing system (EIFS), with balcony 
areas being clad over as well. Based on blower door testing results, it does not seem that air leakage concerns are a 
major factor at Daniel Burns Apartments. Therefore, the intent of any overcladding system would be to improve any 
thermal/insulation concerns CHA might have. 
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Problems 
 

1. Gaps at top of concrete dividing walls between adjacent units are typically open. 
 

2. Several windows are reported as difficult to open and close. 
3. Window sightlines are reported to be a visual or aesthetic issue. 
4. WJE did not observe any issues of water staining, fogged IGUs, displaced gaskets, etc. that are typical of windows this 

age. 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. CHA and BH+A should review available original construction documents showing the wall sections, which WJE has 
been unable to find, and determine if there is currently any continuous air barrier, beyond the plane of air tightness 
provided by the systems outlined above. Inspection openings at multiple locations are recommended to confirm the 
existence of any continuous air barrier. 

2. CHA and BH+A should review available original construction documents showing the wall sections to determine the R-
value of the insulation. Inspection openings at multiple locations are recommended to confirm the continuity and 
installation of the in-wall insulation. 

3. Install intumescent sealant at gaps between the concrete walls and plank soffit between adjacent units to improve air 
tightness. This should be reviewed with the code consultant to determine smoke/fire sealing requirements. 

4. Blower door testing, to establish a baseline level of air tightness, was performed by Sustainable Energy Analytics 
(SEA) on August 5, 2016. SEA reported that units were relatively air-tight, with a median air-change per hour (ACH) of 
4.7 for all units tested. This level of air tightness aligns with new construction air tightness for multi-resident building 
similar to Daniel Burns Apartments. These test results indicate that there are likely no issues with the continuity of the 
air barrier or thermal barrier; however, this is only a limited testing sample. 
In general, windows within tested units are reported as being fairly air-tight with few exceptions. SEA noted a fairly high 
pressure difference between units and the common hallway, and therefore recommended some form of recovery 
ventilation within the hallways. The kitchen and bathroom ventilation varied significantly within different units. Along 
with a recovery ventilation for the hallways, an updated kitchen and bathroom ventilation system may provide comfort 
to tenants who noted excess ventilation within their units. 

 
5. Window testing for air and water intrusion, to establish a baseline level of performance for the existing windows, was 

performed by Thompson and Lichtner (T&L) on August 31, 2016 at two units. 
� Test results provided to WJE indicated no water infiltration during ASTM E1105 testing at 6.0 psf pressure 

differential. 
� Test results indicate air infiltration levels to be on average between 0.01 and 0.07 cfm per square foot for the 

units tested. Based on these results and the lack of tenant complaints of “drafty windows” it appears the 
windows are still performing at their original airtightness level. However, these test results are limited to only 
two units. 

6. Consider performing a rehabilitation process to mockup windows to improve the ease of operation and airtightness 
(where applicable), and then retesting these windows to determine any impacts (negative or positive) in performance. 

 
7. CHA and BH+A should review current energy use to determine if the buildings are performing to the expected thermal 

performance level. Adding an insulated overcladding system will impact the overall building thermal performance 
positively; however, WJE cannot determine by how much. If CHA deems it necessary to increase the current thermal 
performance for energy efficiency, then the following should be considered before an overcladding system is 
implemented. 

� The energy modeler should review to determine what thermal performance increase will result from installing 
varying systems. 

� The structural engineer should review to determine the allowable loading which the existing precast facade 
can support, which will impact what systems are possible. 
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� The cost estimator should review the remaining available systems for cost feasibility and selection. 
 

If there are any questions regarding the information and recommendations provided in our existing 

conditions report, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

WISS, JANNEY, ELSTNER ASSOCIATES, INC. 

 

 

 

Kara Kea 

Project Associate 

 

 

 

Stuart Lyons 

Project Manager 
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30 CHURCHILL AVENUE

CLARENDON AVENUE

COURTYARD

Membrane blistering
at the base flashing

Deteriorated sealant
at the base flashing

Damaged or bent
metal flashings

Membrane tear

Corroded corrugated metal
roof. BH+A indicated this
roof is to be replaced.

NOTE: WJE's observations of roofing conditions were
visual only, and performed within a limited time period.
Holistic review of the current roofing conditions, including
removal of stone ballast, is required to confirm all issues
have been documented.
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50 CHURCHILL AVENUE

COURTYARD

NOTE: WJE's observations of roofing conditions were
visual only, and performed within a limited time period.
Holistic review of the current roofing conditions, including
removal of stone ballast, is required to confirm all issues
have been documented.

Deteriorated sealant
joints at flashing

Membrane blistering
at the base flashing
within corner area

Corroded plate
at the membrane
base flashing

Open metal
base flashing

Fishmouth of the membrane
base flashing, above the
metal counterflashing

Membrane blistering
at the base flashing

Flashings for rooftop mechanical
penetrations and vent/plumbing penetrations
all exhibit blistering and deterioration
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50 CHURCHILL AVENUE

CLARENDON AVENUE

COURTYARD

N

Flashing is open at
either end of the
expansion joint.
Membrane tear at
the south end.

Deteriorated sealant
at the base flashing

Open metal
base flashing

Blistered
flashing tape

Membrane blistering
at the base flashing

Membrane blistering
at the base flashing

Splices/tears in the base
flashing membrane

Weathered base
flashing membrane

Damaged doorway
threshold/flashing

Low base flashing height

NOTE: WJE's observations of roofing conditions were
visual only, and performed within a limited time period.
Holistic review of the current roofing conditions, including
removal of stone ballast, is required to confirm all issues
have been documented.
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SCOPE OF WORK 
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REROOF SIXTH FLOOR ROOF, STAIR ROOF, 
AND ELEVATOR PENTHOUSE ROOF 

50 CHURCHILL AVENUE: 
REROOF FOURTH FLOOR ROOF, SIXTH 
FLOOR ROOF, STAIR ROOF AND ELEVATOR 
PENTHOUSE ROOF. 

ALTERNATE#1: 
REROOF FIRST FLOOR COMMON ROOM 
ROOF. 

ALTERNATE#2: 
REROOF BRIDGE CONNECTING 30 & 50 
CHURCHILL AVENUE. 
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GENERAL NOTES 
1. BIDDERS ARE REQUIRED TO VISIT THE D. F. 

BURNS APARTMENTS AND INSPECT THE SITE 
AND THE BUILDINGS TO ASCERTAIN THE FULL 
EXTENT OF THE REQUIRED WORK AND TO 
REVIEW CONDITIONS AFFECTING THAT WORK 
PRIOR TO SUBMITTING A BID. 

2. BIDDER INSPECTION OF THE PROJECT SITE 
SHALL INCLUDE VERIFICATION OF ROOF 
FEATURES AND CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE 
ROOF WORK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO 
THE NUMBER AND LOCATION OF ITEMS ON THE 
ROOF AS KEYED, AND ASSESSMENT OF SITE 
CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE PROJECT, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ACCESS, 
PARKING, UTILITIES AND AREAS FOR 
PLACEMENT OF TRAILERS, DUMPSTERS, 
CHUTES, CRANES, HOISTS, LIFTS, STORAGE 
AND TEMPORARY TOILETS. 

3. ROOF DEMOLITION PLAN AND ROOF WORK 
PLAN DRAWINGS ARE SCHEMATIC, I.E., NOTTO 
SCALE, AND ARE INTENDED SOLELY TO SHOW 
GENERALLY THE LOCATION AND APPROXIMATE 
NUMBER OF ROOF FEATURES AND ITEMS, 
SUCH AS DRAINS, SLOPES, HVAC EQUIPMENT, 
PIPES, SKYLIGHTS, HATCHES, ETC., THAT 
AFFECT THE DEMOLITION AND NEW WORK ON 
THE ROOFS BEING REROOFED. 

780 CMR, MASS STA TE BUILDING CODE: 

PROJECT IS SUBJECT TO §3404.0-
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUATION OF THE 
SAME USE GROUP ... 

PROJECT IS LIMITED TO REROOFING WORK AND 
COMPLIES WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF 1)3403.4 
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS, IN THAT THE WORK 
IMPROVES THE PERFORMANCE OF THE BUILDING 
BY REPLACING WORN-OUT, LEAKING INSULATED 
FLAT ROOFS WITH NEWWEATHER-TIGHT 
INSULATED FLAT ROOFS. 

NEW ROOFING SYSTEM COMPLIES §3407.0-
ENERGY PROVISIONS FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS, 
TABLE 3407 AND IEEC 2009 TABLE 502.1.2, BY 
PROVIDING A NEW ROOF/CEILING ASSEMBLY 
WITH AU-VALUE OF NO MORE THAN 0.048 (AT THE 
EDGE OF DRAIN SUMPS) AS FOLLOVv'S: 

ROOF/CEILING ASSEMBLY ITEM R-VALUE 

8" CONCRETE PLANK ROOF 2.54 
2.7" (MIN.) POLYISOCYANURATE 
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1/2" FIBERBOARD 1.40 
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TOTAL R 20.87 
1/R = 1/20.87 = U-VALUE OF 0.0479 
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Common Interiors 
 
COMMUNITY ROOM AND COMMON SPACES 

 

Overview 

1. There is one main common entrance to each of the two buildings. The layout of the buildings is a double-
loaded corridor format with apartment entrances with common spaces and community room off of common 
hallways. 

2. Community Room finishes are vinyl composition tile floor and painted gypsum wall board and concrete. 
3. Common corridors are carpeted with painted gypsum board walls and painted concrete ceilings 
4. Other common spaces include a kitchen off of the lobby area, TV and Recreation rooms off the first floor 

corridor, lounge areas near the elevator lobbies on the residential floors and an on-site laundry room at the 
second floor. 

 
Problems 

1. Community Room 
a. Acoustically hard to hear and “echoy” due to hard wall surfaces, hard ceilings, VCT flooring and lack 

of soft or sound absorbing materials 
b. Finishes are generally in good condition but have a dated appearance 
c. Furniture in the Community Room are outdated and uncomfortable 
d. Window shades are roller manual type and uneven when drawn 
e. Space is dark and unfriendly and does not seem to be used by residents 
f. Lack of activity spaces and currently furniture setup as cafeteria seating is unfriendly for group 

gathering 
g. Noisy and inefficient mechanical system (PTAC unit)  

 
2. Recreation and TV Room 

a. Finishes and carpets are generally in fair condition but dated 
b. Spaces generally seem dark and uninviting especially with shades drawn 
c. Furniture is in fair condition but dated and unattractive 
d. space does not seem to be used by residents frequently due to lack of activity 

 
3. Common Kitchen and staff area 

a. Finishes are in fair to poor condition 
b. Some of these areas are used as additional storage spaces 

 
4. Management offices 

a. Finishes are in generally fair condition but dated  
b. Location proximity to main entrance is good but disrupted by residents constantly 

 
5. Common restroom 

a. Generally in good condition but requires some code updates.  Reference code report for further 
details 

 
6. Common Corridor 

a. Individual apartment entrances/entry doors all look alike and confusing 
b. Finishes and carpets are generally in fair condition 
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Recommendations 

 

1. Community Room 
a. Acoustically provide softer and sound absorbing materials on hard surfaces to be further studied in 

Schematic Report phase 
b. Provide new paints and softer color schemes 
c. Introduce softer and comfortable furniture for both individual as well as small group gatherings 
d. Possibly look into power shading system 
e. Possibly look into better ceiling lighting and softer lighting schemes 
f. Explore program activity spaces for both individual, small group to larger group gatherings in 

Schematic Report phase 
g. Investigate new mechanical system 
h. Provide audio/visual equipment with sound system, large TVs and/or a drop down projection screen 
i. Add wifi and other IT technology to support resident gathering 

 
2. Recreation and TV Room 

a. New finishes and carpet 
b. New painting and better, softer lighting to be studied in Schematic Report phase 
c. New, softer and comfortable furniture to support individual as well as small group activities 
d. Provide large TV add wifi and other IT technology to support resident gathering 
 

3. Common Kitchen and staff area 
a. Study new finishes and plan layouts further in Schematic Report phase 

 
4. Management offices 

a. Study new finishes and plan layouts and program adjacencies further in Schematic Report phase 
 

5. Common restroom 
a. Bring all common restroom to conform to code.  Reference code report for further details 

 
6. Common Corridor 

a. Clean and paint walls and ceilings.  Consider color scheme with accent walls during Schematic 
Design phase.  

b. Replace carpet at corridors 
c. Individual apartment entrances/entry doors all look alike and confusing 
d. Finishes and carpets are generally in fair condition 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Community Room  TV Lounge 
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      Corridor Lounge Area / Elevator Lobby 
 
 
 
 
 
Typical Corridor 
 

 

 

STAIRWELLS 

 

Overview 

 

1. The building is served by 5 enclosed stair wells that communicate between floors and provide emergency 
egress.  The stairwells are clean and in good condition.  The guardrails do not meet current code and need 
to be upgraded to meet code as summarized below:   

2.  
a. The guard rails spacing is more than 4” in all stairs including the stair in the community room. The 

guardrails are required in 780 CMR. This would be triggered if the stairs are under renovation or if 
the building official considers this is unsafe.   
 
[RECOMMENDATION] As the stair is in good condition, no work is anticipated in the stairwells and 
therefore no work is needed on guardrails unless deem unsafe and required by Authorities Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJ) This is a likely scenario.  We recommend installing code compliant guardrails 
with continuous handrails as part of renovation.  Community Room staircase guardrail will have to 
be brought up to code due to anticipated renovation scope. 
 

b. The inner handrails are not continuous. This would be triggered upon renovation or if the building 
renovation exceeds the 30% threshold.   
 
[RECOMMENDATION] As the renovation scope will likely exceed 30% threshold, continuous inner 
handrails will need to be brought up to code. However, as the stair is in good condition and wall 
mounted handrails in good working order and to minimize cost, seek variance relief on perimeter 
continuous handrails. 
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c. There is no pull side clearance on the door in stair 2 and 3 in Building 50. This would be triggered 
upon renovation or if the building renovation exceeds the 30% threshold.  
 
[RECOMMENDATION] As the renovation scope will likely exceed 30% threshold, pull side 
clearance will need to conform to MAAB compliance. Seek variance relief with stairwells with 
extreme hardship 
 

d. The wall handrail in the stair near the lobby in Building 30 does not have the 12” extension at the 
end. This would be triggered upon renovation or if the building renovation exceeds the 30% 
threshold.  
 
[RECOMMENDATION] As the renovation scope will likely exceed 30% threshold, handrail 
extensions will need to be brought up to code. 

 

ELEVATORS 

 

Overview 

 

1.  There are three elevators that serve the buildings, one in #30 and two in #50.  The elevator in #30 was 
replaced in 2014 and is in excellent condition.  Both elevators in #50 were modernized in 2010. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BASEMENTS 

 

Overview 

 

1.  Basements are mainly unfinished and contain facilities storage space, utility rooms including meter stacks, 
electric switch gear, fire alarm panels, telephone and cable TV and trash rooms.  This space is generally not 
accessible to residents 
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Apartment Interiors 
 
GENERAL 
 
Overview 

 
1. Daniel F. Burns apartment is composed of Studio, Mini 1-Bedroom, 1-Bedroom and 2-Bedroom apartment 

types.  These include two 1-Bedroom Group 2A handicap accessible units, 201 & 203, in Building 30. There 
are 198 units total. 

2. Typical studio unit layout includes a small entry area, living space, semi-enclosed kitchen, 2 small closets 
and a bathroom  

3. Mini 1-Bedroom units were created by enclosing the balconies of studio units with access to the bath either 
from the living space or en-suite within the bedroom.  The conversions were undertaken in 2006. 

4. Standard 1-Bedrooms unit layout includes entry, living space, semi-enclosed kitchen, bedroom, closet and a 
bathroom accessed either from the entry area or en-suite within the bedroom.   

5. Wall finishes are painted plaster or concrete.  Ceilings are painted concrete. 
6. Existing flooring is VCT in kitchens and either VCT or ceramic tile in baths and is in fair to good condition.  

Living area floors are carpet or VCT.  Refer to Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) report for further details. 
7. Unit interiors receive good daylight, have views and the opportunity for fresh air.  Window shades are roller 

type. 
8. Some wiring is in painted metal raceway as the concrete building construction does not provide cavities 

where wires can be run. 
 
Problems 
 

1. There are not enough handicap accessible units in the complex as part of major renovation effort.    The 
proposed scope of the renovation will trigger the MAAB requirement that 5% of the total number of units be 
accessible, or 10 units.  8 accessible units will need to be added.  Reference code report for further detail 
information. 

2. Finishes appear to be in fair condition but look dated and should be replaced as part of any major renovation. 
3. Existing metal bi-fold closet doors have sharp edges and are difficult to operate during team visit 
4. Poor ventilation was observed in most units visited 
5. Mildew were observed during visit but it is result of lack of tenant cleaning; Mold exists in the units as 

reported by some residents. It is very likely mold exist behind some wet walls.  Presence of mold in individual 
units will be confirmed with selective destructive testing and/or mold expert imaging testing that is currently 
pending. 

6. Apartment entry doors have door knobs rather than lever handles. 
 

Recommendations 
 

1. Where mold is suspected, remove finishes and perform mold remediation before replacing finishes.  The 
extent of mold to be determined during destructive testing. 

2. Repaint apartment entry doors in place and replace hardware with lever handles. 

# of Bedrooms # of Apartments of This Type Net Square Footage per Unit 
Studio 125 380 
Mini-1 Bedroom 30 400-430 
1 Bedroom 40 470-530  
2 Bedroom 1 890 
Accessible Unit 2 630 

Total 198  
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3. Clean and paint all walls and ceilings within the unit.  Comprehensive ACM abatement strategy to be in place 
prior to paint as existing textured ceiling skim coat  contain asbestos materials.  Refer to ACM report for more 
details. 

4. Replace all flooring with Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT) plank in Living room, Kitchen, Bedroom, replace base trim.  
Select materials that conform to CHA standard and Enterprise Green Communities guidelines 

5. Replace existing bathroom floors with ceramic tiles and wall base to CHA standard and Enterprise Green 
Communities guidelines 

6. Replace window shades with mini-blinds per CHA Standard 
 

LIVING SPACES 
 
Overview 
 

1. Living spaces are approximately 200-270 net sf and typically include a small entry area and one or two coat 
closets with metal bi-fold doors.   

2. Entry doors are steel with metal frames and door knob-type hardware and appear to be in fair condition.   
3. Finishes are painted plaster and painted concrete walls and textured skim coat ceilings. 

 
Recommendations 
 

1. Replace closet doors with solid MDF with integrated pivot doors by Landquist Magiglide Doors (CHA 
Standard) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Living Room 
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KITCHENS 
 
Overview 
 

1. Kitchens are located off of the living area and are approximately 55 sf.   
2. The typical kitchen contains a refrigerator, electric range & oven, recirculating vent hood, single-bowl 

stainless steel sink with wide-spread faucet and no dish spray, plastic laminate countertops and wood veneer 
upper and lower cabinets.   

3. Lighting is a single wall-mounted fixture with lighting in the range hoods and under-cabinet lighting at some 
units. 

4. Dishwashers are not provided 
5. Garbage disposals and microwaves are not provided 

 
Recommendations 
 

1. Replace cabinets with new plastic laminate cabinets for improved storage and add soffit to close off top of 
upper cabinet to ceiling   

2. Install new plastic laminate countertops to CHA standard and Enterprise Green Communities guidelines 
3. Install stainless steel backsplash behind range 
4. Replace flooring with Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT) plank to CHA standard and Enterprise Green Communities 

guidelines 
5. Provide new appliances and plumbing fixtures 

a. Faucet: 1.5 GPM Heavy Grade fixture with dual supply, no Cartridge, no hand sprayer 
b. Sink: Stainless sink with integral drain board, stainless steel drain and strainer as basis of design 
c. Refrigerator: Top Freezer fridges in white, Energy Star, Tier 3, GE Model for basis of design 
d. Glass cooktop with indicator light.  GE or Kenmore per CHA Standard 
e. No Garbage disposal or dishwasher per CHA maintenance recommendations 

6. See plumbing and mechanical report for additional recommendations. 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kitchen at Unit 313 
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Handicap Accessible Kitchen  Kitchen with Peninsula 
 
BATHROOMS 
 
Overview 
 

1. Each unit contains a single 3-fixture bathroom of 35 sf (5’x7’) that includes a wall-mounted sink, wall-
mounted toilet or floor-mounted toilet with rear outlet, 5’ tub/shower with curtain rod and medicine cabinet of 
varying vintage.  Bath/shower controls are single-handle type, sink faucet is wide-spread type.  Tub/shower 
surround is either tile or solid surface sheets with batten detail at joints. 

2. Lighting is provided by a wall-mounted fluorescent fixture above the sink.   
 
Problems 
 

1. Sinks and tubs and accessories appear to be original and dated 
2. Sealants observed at tub surrounds and windows are stained and deteriorated, and sealant joints 

accumulate debris and mildew.   
 
Recommendations 
 

1. Replace grab bars, towel bars, medicine cabinets and accessories. 
2. All plumbing fixtures with EPA Water Sense certified to reduce water usage  

a. Replace Toilet with new low-flow 1.28 GPF fixtures for improved water efficiency per CHA 
Standard.  Recommend gravity type of toilets instead of rear outlet type 

b. Replace faucet with dual supply, commercial grade, 1.0 GPM 
c. Replace wall hung lavatories in kind  
d. Replace defective bathtub with walk in shower stalls by Best Bath per CHA Standard 
e. Replace Symmons Temptrol shower valve, low flow 1.5 GPM as basis of design 
f. See plumbing and mechanical report for additional recommendations. 

3. Replace flooring with new ceramic tile per CHA standard. 
4. Replace vanity light with LED fixture 
5. Install (1) soap holder and (1) shampoo bottle holder at shower/bathtub 
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Typical Bathroom      
 
BEDROOMS 
 
Overview 

1. At 1-Bedroom and Mini 1-Bedroom units, bedrooms range in size from approximately 120 sf and are similar 
in finishes and character to the living space.  Bedrooms have adjoining closets of varying configurations with 
metal bi-fold doors. 

 
Recommendations 
 

1.  Replace closet doors with solid MDF with integrated pivot doors by Landquist Magiglide Doors (CHA 
Standard) 

        2.     Consider adding lighting to closets with a switch 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bedroom with En-suite Bathroom   
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Overview 
NSE visited the East (#50 Churchill Ave) and West (#30 Churchill Ave) buildings of the Daniel F. Burns Apartments on 
May 25th, 2016 and June 30th, 2016 to review existing conditions of the building and acquire detailed information about 
fire protection, plumbing, and HVAC components. NSE has reviewed drawings from original construction and previous 
renovations including 1971 original construction, 1998 Handicapped Accessibility upgrade, 1999 Common Area 
Improvements, 2002 HVAC Repairs, 2005 Federal Kitchens and Baths, 2010 Energy Performance Contracts among 
others.  The following is a brief summary of our findings. 
 

Fire Protection 
OVERVIEW 
There are limited fire protection systems currently installed at the building.  These systems include a fire sprinkler 
system in the basement storage areas, covered parking, trash rooms and trash chute.  There are multiple 1-1/2” hose 
stations at each floor which are served by the fire pump located in the basement.  There is not sprinkler coverage in 
the hallways or apartments and no standpipes and hose valves in the stairs. 
 
EXISTING CONDITION 
 
Fire Pump & Service Entry:  The building is served by a dedicated a 6" CI water service from Clarendon Avenue to a 
double check valve assembly within the basement of #50 Churchill.  The DCVA was installed circa 2011 and is in good 
condition.  The buildings are both served by the circa 1971 original Patterson 20 HP, 500 GPM @ 40 PSI fire pump 
which serves the 1-1/2” hose systems on each floor.  On July 15, 2016 the pump was tested and it is reportedly 
functional, but has a visible, continuous leak from the pump volute and shows significant signs of degradation.  There 
is a new 1 HP jockey pump, installed in 2015.  The fire pump and jockey pump controllers appear to be original.  The 
fire pump controller is an Firetrol FTA-750A-A20B “Across-the-Line” type fire pump controller.  In general the fire pump 
is in poor condition and the system should be replaced as part of any major fire protection system upgrade.  
 
 

 
Fire Standpipe System:  During the original construction, 4" pipe risers were installed within chases at each egress 
stair.  Each pipe riser is equipped with a 1-1/2” Fire Hose Station at each floor.  Hose stations are in fair condition but 
will need to be replaced with a modern standpipe system as part of a major fire protection system upgrade.  
 
Stairs #1 and #4, that provide access to the roof, also have standpipes installed adjacent to them that penetrate the 
roof with a manual shut-off valve and three hose valve manifolds on the 6th Floor roofs. 
 
Two exterior Siamese connections are located on the outside of each building (4 total), with one on the East and West 
sides of #30 Churchill and one on the East and West side of #50 Churchill. 
 

 
Double Check Valve Assembly 

 
Fire Pump 
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Hose Station 

 
Roof Manifold 

 
Fire Sprinkler System:  There is both a wet and dry sprinkler system which provides limited sprinkler coverage in the 
building.  The wet system provides coverage of the basement storage areas of #30 and #50 Churchill.  In the 
basement of #30 Churchill a dry system provides coverage of the covered parking area with the dry pipe valve and air 
compressor located in the Trash Room.  The dry piping and control valve is more than 40 years old and appears in fair 
condition.  The interior of the piping is likely severely degraded and will need to be replaced during any major 
renovation. 
 
The trash chutes are also equipped with sprinkler heads at trash chute doors on every other floor.  According to the 
original drawings these heads are connected to the potable water system.  During any major renovation, the existing 
sprinkler heads should be disconnected from the potable water system and connected to a new sprinkler riser with new 
sprinkler heads to meet code. 
 
It should be noted that per the requirements of NFPA 25 all sprinkler heads will start to require testing once they are 50 
years old.  Since the required testing is destructive and requires heads to be sent to a lab for testing we would 
recommend that all sprinkler heads be replaced as part of any sprinkler system upgrade.  This will eliminate the need 
for testing. 
 
CODE ISSUES AND TRIGGERS 
It is our understanding that the existing limited area sprinkler system was code compliant when installed and thus is 
"grandfathered" in its current condition.  In general, the system does not meet current codes.  International Existing 
Building Code (IEBC 2009) will require that in any area which is renovated the sprinkler system will need to be brought 
up to current code.  In addition, MGL Chapter 148, Section 26I requires that if a "major" renovation occurs to the 
building then the entire sprinkler system will need to be brought up to current codes.  There is no definitive definition of 
"major" and it is ultimately up to the Cambridge Fire Department (CFD) to determine if the renovation is "major."  If a 
renovation exceeds 33% of the floor area and the cost to install sprinklers would be less than 33% of the total project 
cost then a full sprinkler upgrade will clearly be required.  If the project covers less area or the cost exceeds the 33% 
threshold then the CFD will need to be consulted to determine the extent of sprinkler upgrades which will be required.  
 
NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Immediate Priorities (These items should be addressed as soon as possible.) 
a. Per CHA, NFPA 25 compliant sprinkler inspection has occurred in the last year.  This inspection 

should include; review of all sprinkler heads to confirm proper coverage, that there are no 
obstructions, along with other required inspections and tests. 

 
2. Short Term Priorities (These items should be addressed in the next few months before they become major 

issues.) 
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a. A fire pump technician should be brought in to review the fire pump and determine if the ongoing 
leak can be stopped without a major rebuild of the pump. 

3. Priorities (We recommend that these items be included in the next major renovation to the building.) 
a. During any major renovation to the building a complete sprinkler system installation should occur.  

This should include installing sprinklers in all occupied areas including hallways and apartments, 
installation of standpipes and hose stations in all egress stairs and replacement of the fire pump, 
jockey pump, fire pump controller and automatic transfer switch.  The dry sprinkler system piping 
and control valve should also be replaced at that time.  

4. Other Recommendations (We recommend that these items be addressed but if budget does not allow they 
could be omitted.) 

a. None 
 

Plumbing 
OVERVIEW 
The waste, vent, storm and potable water piping is original to the building.  There are no major reported problems, 
however, this piping has been in service long enough where replacement should be considered.  Fixtures are in fair 
condition, some of the apartment lavatories and toilets were replaced over time and some are original to the building.  
The tubs are original to the building and are in fair condition. 
 
EXISTING CONDITION 
Waste and Vent Piping: All waste and vent piping was installed when the building was constructed circa 1971.  In 
general there are no known systemic problems with the waste and vent system, although the waste piping has had 
sections replaced in the past 5 years.  We assumed that this was done because of failed piping.  50 year useful life is 
generally assumed for cast iron waste piping.  (This piping can last longer or shorter depending upon a number of 
variables, including water quality.)  At 45 years of age this piping will not last another 15 years without significant 
failures.  Since vent systems typically last much longer than waste systems the vent system should last 15 years 
without significant problems.   
 
Potable Piping: There are two water meters at the building.  There is a 4” Badger electromagnetic water meter that 
meters the building potable water.  This main potable water meter was installed circa 2005.  There is also a 1” water 
meter which serves the irrigation system.  
 
There are two Culligan salt based water softeners which treat the domestic water for the building.  At the time of our 
visit the units were unplugged and not operational.  This appears to have been done in July of 2015 as part of an 
attempt to determine what is causing the significant water usage at the building.  There were a number of bags of 
water softener salt storage in the basement. 
 
All potable water piping was installed circa 1971.  The hot and cold water piping supplying common spaces and 
dwelling units is copper.  A 50 year useful life is generally assumed for copper water piping.  (This piping can last 
longer or shorter depending upon a number of variables.  One of the major issues which leads to early failure of the 
water piping are Cambridge water quality issues.  Cambridge water is known to be “hard” and buildings throughout the 
city have experienced premature piping failures due to this issue.)   There have not been significant failures reported in 
the building potable water system although there are signs that piping has been replaced in certain locations.  It is 
assumed that the pipe replacement was due to leaks.  At 45 years of age this piping will not last another 15 years 
without experiencing significant failures.  It also should be noted that since this piping was installed prior to 1986 there 
is lead in the solder and brass valve bodies. 
 
A continuous flow of water into the basement sump basin of #50 Churchill was observed during our site visit.  It is 
estimated this is a 1-2 gpm flow rate.  It is unclear where this water was coming from.  (This water may be water from 
the leaking fire pump, although it seems like there was more water than what was observed flowing out of the fire 
pump.) 
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Gas Piping:  During the 2002 heating plant installation a new gas service was installed at #50 Churchill serving the 
hydronic heating boiler plant, the DHW system, and (2) MAUs on the roof of the building.  An additional service was 
added to #30 Churchill serving (1) rooftop MAU. 
 
Storm Drain Piping:  All storm drain piping was installed when the building was constructed circa 1971.  There are no 
known problems with the storm drain piping system.  However, 50 year useful life is generally assumed for cast iron 
storm drain piping.  (This piping can last longer or shorter depending upon a number of variables.)  At 45 years of age 
this piping will not last another 15 years without significant failures. 
     
There is no secondary roof drain system (i.e. scuppers or overflow drains) at the building roofs.  This means that if the 
storm drain piping backs-up water can fill up the roof area until it overflows the parapet, or into the exhaust fan shafts in 
this case as they are lower than the parapet.  Section 1611 Rain Loads of the International Building Code, and 
Paragraph 5903.4.1 Overflow Drains and Scuppers of 780 CMR Massachusetts State Building Code describe the 
requirements for secondary drainage or overflow.  In extreme cases water can fill up the roof area and lead to roof 
collapse.  See structural report section on detailed discussion of this issue. 
 
Domestic Hot Water:  Domestic Hot Water (DHW) supply and recirculation (DHWR) piping from the DHW tank to 
dwelling units are copper and are existing from original 1971 construction.  The original 1,300 gallon DHW tank has 
been converted from an all electric tank to a storage tank in the 1998 electric to hydronic heating system building 
conversion.  The tank was relined in 1998 during conversion from electric to hydronic heated.  30 years useful life is 
generally assumed for this kind of cement lined tank.  At 45 years of age this tank is well beyond its expected useful life 
and replacement should be planned. 
 
DHW is generated via a gas fired system that consists of (3) boilers, hydraulic separation and a boiler side hydronic to 
potable water plate and frame heat exchanger which was installed in 2010.  (See mechanical system descriptions for 
additional details.) 
 
DHWR piping throughout the building dates from the original 1971 construction.  The DHWR circulator has been 
replaced in 1998 and is operational but in fair to poor condition.  The DHW mixing valve is a Powers SH1435 
thermostatic actuated valve with unknown installation date, however service records indicated maintenance and 
complete rebuilding of valve at least once a year from 4/13, 5/14, and 7/15.  Condition appears fair, but there are 
frequent maintenance entries to adjust valve temperature in addition to rebuilding.  Furthermore there are reports from 
tenants on the upper floors taking a long time to get hot water and they are running the water for a few minutes at a 
time to get hot water.  This indicates an issue with the DHW tempering/recirculation system and is also a source of 
excessive water consumption. 
 
Plumbing Fixtures and stop valves:  The plumbing stop valves are multi-turn stop valves.  Some or all of these 
valves were replaced in the 2005 renovation.  Although the stop valves appear in fair condition based on the quantity of 
issues listed in the maintenance log we suspect that a number of the valves are not working. 
 
The kitchen sinks are small, shallow stainless steel sinks.  The faucets are two handle faucets.  In general they appear 
in good condition.  Some sinks were installed during the 2005 kitchen and bath upgrade other sinks are original to the 
building.  One of the repeated tenant complaints is about the small size of the sinks.  Tenants reported doing dishes in 
the bathtub due to this problem. 
 
The bathroom lavatories are wall hung type.  The faucets are two handled faucets with 1 gpm aerators.  (Some 
aerators have been removed.)  Aerators were installed circa 2010.  Some of that lavatories and faucets were replaced 
during the 2005 kitchen and bathroom renovation.  Some of lavatories are also be original to the building.  The 
lavatories and faucets are in fair condition.  
 
The majority of toilets are tank type, floor mounted, back outlet toilets.  There are some tank type, wall mounted, back 
outlet toilets.  The toilets were replaced circa 2010.  Even with the relative new age of the toilets a number of tenants 
report issues with them.  These issues include requiring multiple flushes to clear the bowl, noise complaints and 
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general dislike of the fixture.  This is not surprising since tank type, back outlet toilets have notoriously poor 
performance. 
 
The bath tubs are reported to be from original 1971 construction made of enameled steel and appear in fair condition.  
The bath tubs have combination tub/shower valves and shower heads.  Shower valves and heads appear in fair 
condition.  When the showers are operating water runs out of the tub spout in a number of apartments.  This indicated 
that the seals in the shower valve are failing.  Re-building or replacing the shower valves will eliminate this problem 
and reduce water consumption at the building. 
 

 
 

Typical Kitchen Sink 

 
 

Typical Bathroom Fixtures 
 
CODE ISSUES AND TRIGGERS 
In general the existing plumbing systems are compliant with current codes. During any renovations the systems being 
renovated will need to be brought up to current codes. 
 
 
NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Immediate Priorities (These items should be addressed as soon as possible.) 
a. Study water supply system to determine the cause of excess water usage.  Water consumption 

has increased from 13,000 gallons per day to 24,200 gallons per day over a two year period from 
2013 through 2015.  Bring in specialized testing company to acoustically analyze and study water 
pipes and waste pipes to pinpoint location of excess water consumption and determine where/how 
to reduce the usage.  See utility consumption and analysis section for further discussion. 

 
2. Short Term Priorities (These items should be addressed in the next few months before they become major 

issues.) 
a. None 

3. Priorities (We recommend that these items be included in the next major renovation to the building.) 
a. Replace the domestic water storage tank.  Replace DHW recirculation pump.  Replace domestic 

water tempering valve with a digital thermostatic mixing valve and modernize recirculation system.  
Replacement of the DHW mixing valve would greatly reduce service calls due to temperature 
fluctuations and should decrease the frequency of rebuilding currently required. 

b. Install circuit solver automatic thermal balancing valve at each riser of the DHWR system.  These 
devices will insure proper operation of the DHWR system and should reduce water consumption 
caused by tenants running water until it warms up. 

c. During any renovation of kitchens or bathrooms replace plumbing fixtures. Since toilets are 
relatively new they could be left in place.  Any tubs to be removed shall be replaced with walk-in 
showers. 

d. If fixtures are not replaced, at a minimum 1.0 GPM lavatory aerators should be installed. 
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4. Other Recommendations (We recommend that these items be addressed but if budget does not allow they 
could be omitted.) 

a. Replace piping including all potable water, waste and storm.  Vent piping could be left unless 
significant degradation is found. 

b. Although the toilets are relatively new there are numerous complaints about poor performance.  
The best way to address the poor toilet performance would be to install bottom outlet toilets.  This 
would require coring the slab and installing waste piping at the ceiling of the apartment below.  It is 
our understanding that this has been reviewed at other similar buildings and is difficult to achieve 
structurally. 

c. Study the benefits of installing a solar DHW generation system versus a natural gas fired 
cogeneration (domestic hot water and electricity) system to add to the building as an alternative 
energy system.  Depending on the cost benefit analysis, one of these systems should be 
considered as they would perform the same task.  We would assume the cogeneration system 
would have the best ROI. 

 

Mechanical  
OVERVIEW 
The building is currently heated via a gas fired hydronic boiler plant which serves hydronic baseboard in each dwelling 
unit.  In general the hydronic system is in fair to good condition.  AC is provided via through the wall AC units.  The AC 
equipment appears in fair to good condition.  Ventilation is provided via supply air to the hallways which is then 
transferred under the apartment doors and air is exhausted out of the bathrooms and kitchens.  The makeup air 
equipment is in poor condition. 
 
EXISTING CONDITION 
Heating Systems:  The building is currently heated by a hydronic heating system.  The original electric to hydronic 
conversion occurred in 1998 and the boiler plant was replaced circa 2010.  
 
The heating system currently consists of (4) 1,000 MBH Hydrotherm high efficiency boilers and associated pumps and 
appurtenances. All existing pumps are single speed, continuous pumps operating based on local controls.  The system 
has (2) sets of inline circulators (4 pumps total) at 3.0 HP each serving the two buildings.  A secondary branch off of 
the main hydronic loop serves community area unit ventilators on the first floor of #50 Churchill with a single 1 HP 
inline circulator, this system was installed in 2010.  (During our site visit on 6/30/16 this heating side circulator was 
operating and circulating unheated water.  The outdoor temperature was above 80°F indicating that this pump may not 
be controlled by warm weather shutdown.) 
   

 
Heating boilers 

 
The DHW system is independent of the heating system and consists of (3) Viessmann Vetodens boilers, (2) 1 HP 
inline circulators (one on either side of a plate and frame heat exchanger) and the original 1,300 gallon electric water 
heater which was converted to a storage tank.  The boilers and pumps were installed circa 2010 and are in good 
condition. 
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DHW boiler System 

 
DHW Heat Exchanger 

 
The electric to hydronic conversion of the building occurred in 1998.  This project converted the apartments from 
electric baseboard to hydronic baseboard served by the central heating plant.  All main hydronic distribution piping to 
the apartments is copper and installed as part of the 1998 electric to hydronic conversion including the close-DHW tank 
piping.  In 2010, new copper piping serving the unit ventilator distribution system and the boiler side piping for the 
hydronic and DHW systems were installed to accommodate new boilers. 
 
Valves are typically brass or cast iron, most were installed during the 1998 hydronic conversion with the exception of 
the close boiler piping and valves on the heating and DHW systems which were installed in 2010. 
 
.  Each apartment has heating control with thermostat and motorized valve.  The heating control type varies with some 
units having manually operated dial type (Honeywell T87) thermostats and some having LightStat slide type 
thermostats presumably with temperature limits.  It has been reported that hydronic distribution piping at balcony door 
thresholds have been subjected to freezing in some apartments. 
 

 
 

Typical Apartment Baseboard Heating and AC unit. 

 
 

Wooden threshold at balcony door.   
Hydronic piping runs within threshold. 

 
Common Space Systems and Equipment - Electric heated unit ventilators in the offices and community areas on the 1st 
Floor of #50 Churchill were abandoned in place and the system was updated with hydronic unit ventilators with integral 
DX cooling coils in 2010.   
 
The Boiler Room, Entry Vestibules, and stairs are heated with electric wall heaters.  The wall heaters in the entry 
vestibules are in poor condition and were in operation while onsite with outdoor temperatures in excess of 80°F.  The 
connector hallway is heated with electric baseboard heat in ok/poor condition with rust on the enclosures. 
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The 6th Floor apartments of #50 Churchill each have had a recessed electric heater installed in the bathrooms, 
occurring in 10 apartments.  In general, it is assumed that approximately 10% of the residents use electric space 
heaters for comfort/spot heating. 
 
Ventilation and Exhaust Systems:  Makeup Air Units (MAUs) provide ventilation air to the corridors of the building 
which is then transferred to apartments under the entry doors where it is exhausted via bathroom and kitchen exhaust.  
Excess air to the corridors is exhausted from the corridor through continuously operating corridor exhaust fans.  
Original to the building were (3) electrically heated MAUs, they were replaced with gas fired MAUs in a 2001 project.  
#30 Churchill is served by a 400 MBH, 4,500 CFM MAU providing fresh air to the corridors of the building.  #50 
Churchill is served by (2) MAUs; one on the 5th Floor roof with a capacity of 197 MBH and 2,500 CFM and one on the 
6th Floor Roof with capacity of 482 MBH at 6,000 CFM.  Units were not operating while we were at the site.  The units 
appear in poor condition. 
 
 

 
Gas Fired Makeup Air Unit with roof mounted ductwork 

 
 

Blanked-Off Hallway Supply Grille 
 

There are four types of exhaust systems in the building, including; (3) general corridor exhaust fans, (39) kitchen 
exhaust systems, (39) bathroom exhaust systems, and (2) janitor closet exhaust systems.  Approximately 25% of the 
kitchen and bathroom exhaust fans have been replaced as part of preventative maintenance within the last 5 years.  
Corridor exhaust fans were installed in 2001.  All fans appear to be operating, but some vents in apartments and the 
corridors have been boarded/blocked up by tenants and/or building maintenance. 
 
Dwelling unit ventilation air was originally designed to be provided through transfer air from the hallway around and 
under the apartment doors.  Due to the installation of weather stripping on the apartment doors and other air barriers  
by the tenants as well as the lack of properly operating hallway makeup air equipment most of the ventilation air for the 
apartment is by infiltration through apartment windows.  Exhaust from the apartments is through continuous bathroom 
exhaust and kitchen exhaust grille.  Many bathroom and kitchen exhaust grilles have significant dirt build-up on and 
around grilles. 
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Typical Kitchen Exhaust Grille 

 
 

Typical Bathroom Exhaust Grille 
 
Ventilation air is provided from the hallway to other common areas and then exhausted through continuous exhaust 
grilles.  
 
Local ventilation air to common area rooms and offices at the first floor is provided by unit ventilators at exterior walls. 
 
Two common laundry rooms are located in #50 Churchill.  The 1st Floor Laundry Room has no ventilation air serving 
the laundry room.  Dryer exhaust pulls makeup air from the corridors and exhausts through an exterior wall during 
operation, the room is very hot and uncomfortable.  The 2nd Floor Laundry Room has high and low passive makeup air 
vents through the exterior wall with intake ventilation occurring in tandem with the operation of the dryers as they 
exhaust air during operation. 
 
The two trash chutes are passively vented to the roof and the small rooms associated with each trash room are not 
ventilated.  There have been reports of odors, pests, and unconditioned air being transmitted between these shafts and 
apartments within close proximity. 
 
Air Conditioning and comfort cooling systems: 
MAUs which serve the hallways do not have cooling capability. 
 
Common areas and offices on the 1st Floor of #50 Churchill are cooled through (12) Unit Ventilators with DX coils, with 
a total cooling capacity of 19.0 Tons; (7) UVs 2 tons and (5) at 1 ton.  These units were installed circa 2010 and are in 
good condition. 
 
Dwelling Units each have a through-wall air conditioning unit with (3/4) ton capacity each (198 Units).  These units 
were installed circa 2004 and are in fair condition. 
 
Elevator Machine Rooms have cooling to meet code requirements.  #30 Churchill has (1) cooling only mini-split AC unit 
with a capacity of 3 tons.  #50 Churchill has (1) cooling only mini-split AC unit with a capacity of 3 tons.  Both are in 
good condition. 
 
CODE ISSUES AND TRIGGERS 
 
Heating System:  The heating system is generally compliant with current codes. 
 
Makeup Air System and Exhaust:  The existing configuration that includes delivery of makeup air to the corridor in 
order to replace dwelling unit exhaust is no longer code compliant.  Current codes do not permit the use of a corridor 
as a supply air plenum.  Additionally, the current design strategy to compartmentalize dwelling units that includes 
weather stripped doors will defeat the usefulness of the makeup system in its present form. Finally, the duct 
penetrations of the vertical fire rated shafts that contain bathroom and kitchen exhausts and makeup air supply are not 
protected with combination smoke/fire dampers as required by current codes.  Significant building renovations should 
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include a review of the existing configuration and possibly modifications to meet current codes.  In renovations of a 
similar building (LBJ) it was found to be cost prohibitive and spatially difficult to duct air to each apartment and the 
configuration of supply air to corridors with transferee air to apartments was maintained. 
 
NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Immediate Priorities (These items should be addressed as soon as possible.) 
a. None 

2. Short Term Priorities (These items should be addressed in the next few months before they become major 
issues.) 

a. Prevent freezing of hydronic piping at threshold of apartment balcony doors: 
i. Coordinate with architect replacement of weather stripping at balcony doors. 
ii. Isolate problem apartments and modify motorized zone valves to allow for a low volume, 

continuous flow of boiler water. 
3. Priorities (We recommend that these items be included in the next major renovation to the building.) 

a. Hydronic heating circulator for the unit ventilators in common areas should be equipped with a 
outdoor temperature reset control to prevent the equipment from continuously operating when heat 
is not needed.  Commission boiler controls and add warm weather shutdown. 

b. Service unit ventilators in common areas to repair any operational issues including; cleaning coils 
and unit, repairing leaks, exercising valves, and comissioning. 

c. The mechanical room was very warm during the site visits and energy savings can be achieved if 
insulation is added to the heating and DHW system components; i.e. plate and frame heat 
exchanger for DHW, DHW tank, Hydronic Separator on DHW side, more thorough insulation on the 
DHW and heating water distribution and return piping. 

d. Upgrade/restore ventilation system including: 
i. Duct Cleaning and Air Sealing of all Ductwork, include installation of automatic air 

balancing regulators to balance supply and exhaust ventilation systems. 
ii. Replace all supply and return grilles in apartments and common areas, remove weather 

stripping and air blocking devices from apartment doors. 
iii. Replace (3) rooftop MAUs with new high efficiency, condensing mode MAUs with DX 

cooling. 
iv. Replace (3) corridor exhaust fans. 
v. Replace (29) bathroom, (26) kitchen, and (1) janitor closet exhaust fans with new direct-

drive exhaust fans with ECM motors (Exhaust fans which have recently been replaced 
with be reviewed to confirm they are properly sized and reused where possible). 

vi. Rebalance all exhaust and makeup air systems throughout buildings. 
e. Replace (4) main hydronic circulation pumps with high efficiency VFD controlled pumps that will 

ramp flow up and down as motorized zone valves in dwelling units open and close based on 
thermostat set points. 

f. Replace (1) hydronic circulation pump serving #50 Burns common area unit ventilators with high 
efficiency VFD operated pumps that will ramp flow up and down as motorized zone valves open 
and close based on thermostat set points. 

g. Replace apartment hydronic baseboard where needed, assume ~10% of apartments.  Replace 
electric resistance baseboard at bridge with hydronic heating (baseboard or radiators). 

h. Replace electric resistance wall heaters in vestibules and common areas with new commercial 
grade heaters and automatic temperature controls. 

i. Replace all apartment thermostats with CHA proprietary Pelican web-equipped programmable 
thermostats with central setpoint/schedule adjustment capability to achieve energy conservation 
goals. 

j. Laundry Room Ventilation/Conditioning: 
i. First Floor Laundry:  Provide outdoor air intake vent to supply untempered makeup air to 

the back of the clothes dryers.  Investigate options for adding area exhaust or comfort 
cooling to improve comfort in this area. 

ii. Second Floor Laundry:  Investigate options for adding area exhaust or comfort cooling to 
improve comfort in this area. 
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k. Improve ventilation of the trash rooms. 
4. Other Recommendations (We recommend that these items be addressed but if budget does not allow they 

could be omitted.) 
a. Study the benefits of installing a natural gas fired cogeneration (hydronic heat and electricity) 

system to add to the building as an alternative energy system. 
b. Investigate the feasibility and costs of integrating energy recovery ventilation (ERV) with the 

existing makeup air and exhaust systems. 
c. Investigate replacement of Community Area unit ventilators with variable refrigerant flow (VRF) 

heat pump system. 
d. Duct supply air from MAUs directly to each apartment to improve ventilation. 

 
 

Utility Consumption and analysis 
 
WATER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS 
This building is using significantly more water than would be expected.  In 2015, the building used approximately 122 
gal/day per occupant not including irrigation water consumption.  For a building of this type and population we would 
expect water consumption to be approximately 59 gal/day per occupant in accordance with 2014 USGS Water Use 
Data for Middlesex County, Massachusetts.  A water conservation project was undertaken at the building during 2010 
which reduced water consumption to as low as 65 gal/day per occupant for a while but between 2013 and 2015 the 
water consumption went up dramatically.  See Figure P1.0 for a graphical representation of the water consumption of 
the building. (This graph was generated by CHA and indicates the time period where different steps were under taken 
to address the excessive water consumption at the building.) 
 
Norian/Siani visited 10% of the apartments (20 units) and measured water flow at the lavatories, showers and kitchen 
sinks.  The results of this survey are listed in the following table: 
 

Fixture Average Flow Rate
Kitchen Sink 1.46 GPM

Bathroom Lavatory 1.50 GPM
Shower Head 1.68 GPM
Water Closet 1.00 GPF

 
Based on our testing of the fixtures they are performing approximately as anticipated.  We did not observe large 
numbers of fixtures where aerators had been removed or tampered with.  The water conservation measures 
undertaken in 2010 appear to be still widely in use.   
 
When we were testing the showers we observed that in a number of locations water flow was coming out of the tub 
spout as well as the shower.  This is likely caused by failing gaskets within the shower valve.  This was occurring in 
approximately 30% of the showers we tested.  The flow rate out of the tub spout while the shower was being used is 
approximately 0.25 GPM.  (This 0.25 GPM tub spout flow rate has been added to the shower flow rate for the purpose 
of the water conservation study.) 
 
The toilets are currently 1.0 gallon per flush (GPF) pressure assist toilets.  The toilet is a relatively modern toilet 
installed in 2010 and this water consumption is about as low as you can practically achieve.  Tenants reported having 
to flush the toilets multiple times to clear this bowl.  There were also tenant complaints about noise level when flushing 
the toilet.  (The toilets did not appear excessively loud.  The noise level was as would be expected with a pressure 
assist type toilet.)  If the practice of multiple flushes is wide spread than water consumption of the toilets could be 
larger than anticipated.  For this water conservation study we have assumed that 30% of the time tenants used multiple 
flushes. 
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We did not observe any faucets or lavatories which were leaking when turned off.  We did not observe any toilets 
which appeared to be leaking.   
 
We observed three lavatories in units 107, 203 and 216 which had water leaking from the handle.  We were unable to 
measure water flow from this leak but would guess it was 1 GPM or less when the faucet is operational.  This faucet 
should be replaced or rebuilt ASAP. 
 
In unit 128 the kitchen faucets handle was very hard to turn off.  This may mean that the faucet is left dripping unless 
the tenant is extremely conscientious.  This faucet should be replaced ASAP. 
 
Tenants reported that they had to run DHW for a significant period of time to get hot water at certain times of day.  
Some of the water leakage could be attributed to this issue.  As part of the proposed construction process we 
recommend that the owner implement DHW recirculation system improvements to reduce wait times for hot water at 
fixtures.   
 
While in the basement we were able to hear continuous flow of water in some waste risers.  Although we were only in 
the basement for an hour or so at a time this flow did not seem to subside.  This is indicate there are leakage or major 
water use.   
 
Potential Water Savings 
The major water savings potential revolves around determining and fixing the cause of the major water leakage at the 
building.  Toward achieving this goal we recommend the following: 
1. Rebuild or replace the shower valves to eliminate water running out of the tub spout when the shower is activated. 
2. Fix or replace lavatory faucets in units 107, 203 and 216. 
3. Fix or replace kitchen faucet in unit 128. 
4. As part of the proposed construction process implement DHW recirculation system improvements to reduce wait 

times for hot water at fixtures.   
5. We also would recommend the following additional testing to determine if there is a leak or other issue at the 

building:  (NSE can help develop a more detailed scope and arrange for this testing at the owners discretion.) 
a. Test calibration of the water meter.   
b. Isolate underground piping between the two building to confirm that there is no underground piping leak.  
c. Perform acoustical testing to determine if/where water is leaking into the waste piping system. 

 
Since a major water conservation project was undertaken in 2010 there are limited options for reducing energy by 
adding aerators and other traditional water conservation options.  See Figure P1.0 for the water conservation study 
and potential savings.  One potential water conservation measure which would make sense to consider would be to 
install 1 GPM aerators on the bathroom lavatory faucets.  We would recommend this be done in conjunction with 
upgrades to the DHW recirculation system. 
 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS 
Andelman & Lelek is providing energy modeling for this project.  The energy modeling will address utility consumption 
for gas and electric. 
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NORIAN   SIANI ENGINEERING, INC.
                                    43 Bradford Street, 3rd Floor, Concord, MA 01742-2972  Tel: (781) 398-2250

Property Name:  DF Burns
Date: 10/21/2016
Property Address: 50 Churchill Ave, Cambridge MA

WATER CONSERVATION STUDY

Irrigation Water Usage 536 CCF
Current Estimated Water Consumption at future occupancy 12,154 CCF

24,907 Gallons per day
205 Occupants

Combined Water/Sewer Rate for FY 2016 [1] $15.93

% of total building Volume (GPM) Number of Use Use (Gallons per Day)
Fixture Consumption Existing Proposed Difference % Save Occupants Min/day Existing Proposed CCF/day CCF/year $/CCF

Shower head 11.90% 1.68 1.50 0.18 11% 205 8.62 2,964 2,491 0.63 231         $15.93
Bath 0% 205 0 0 0.00 -          $15.93
Water Closets 10.00% 1.00 1.00 0.00 0% 205 12.16 2,491 2,491 0.00 -          $15.93
Lavatory 8.00% 1.50 1.00 0.50 33% 205 6.49 1,993 1,328 0.89 324         $15.93
Kitchen 6.00% 1.46 1.46 0.00 0% 205 5.00 1,494 1,494 0.00 -          $15.93
Laundry 15.20% 0% 205 3,786 3,786 0.00 -          $15.93
Leakage [2] 48.90% 50% 205 12,180 6,090 8.14 2,972      $15.93

100.0% Total 24,907 17,680 9.66 3,527      $15.93

Year Occupancy rates 
Estimated # of 

Occupants

Consumption 
w/o irrigation 

(CCF)

Irrigation 
Quantity 

(CCF)

Consumption 
per occ w/o 

irrigation 
(gal/day)

Consumption 
at future 

occupancy 
(CCF)

Consumption 
with Irrigation 

(CCF)

Consumption 
per occ w/o 

irrigation 
(gal/day)

Existing 
Gallons 
per Day

New 
Gallons 
per Day

Difference 
Gallons per 
Day

2015 96.1% 199 11,798             536                122                   12,154             12,690             122                   CW 24,907 17,680 7,227
2014 96.9% 200 9,544               221                98                     9,751               9,972               98                     DHW [3] 10,586 7,514 3,072
2013 97.6% 202 6,309               401                64                     6,399               6,800               64                     
2012 95.8% 198 5,780               378                60                     5,973               6,351               60                     

      
Future Occupancy Abbreviations:
[1] 2016 Fincal Year Estimated cost of water/sewer from Cambridge Water Department 1 CCF = 100 Cubic Feet = 748 gallons
[2] There is significant unaccounted for water consumption at this site. At this time the cause of this water consumption has not been confirmed. gpm = gallon per minute
[3] 42% of all water consumption is DHW gpf = gallons per flush
[4] Estimated Future Occupancy is 99.0% therm = 100,000 btu/h 

Estimated Future Occupancy [4]

$56,180

$0
$5,163

$3,679
0

$/yearSavings

$0
664

$0

Estimated Future Water Consumption

0

Water Savings

473

0

6,090

Estimated Water Usage

0 $0

Existing Water Consumption Normalized Water Consumption

7,227
$47,339
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Burns Water 

old average: 1600 CCF 

new average: 2700 CCF 

Fall 2010 
water savings measures installed: 
toilets 
aerators 
shower valves. 

June 2015 
sampled toilets 
tested for leaks 
training for maintenance staff 

July 2015 
replaced leaking fire pump 
shut off water softener 
discovered irrigation issue 

April 2016 
visited all units and confirmed 
toilet function and fixture flow 

increase of 1100 CCF 
= 9,000 gallons daily 
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NORIAN  SIANI ENGINEERING, INC.

DF Burns
Cambridge Housing Authority

Type Age Condition

Recommended 
Replacement 

Y/N Remarks

Waste
Basement Exposed 45 Fair Y
Risers Concealed 45 Unknown Y
Toilet Flanges 45 Unknown Y
Tub Shoes 45 Unknown Y [1]

Vent
Basement Exposed 45 Fair N
Risers Concealed 45 Unknown N

Potable CW
Basement Below Slab/Water Service Entrance 45 Unkown N [2]
Basement Exposed 45 Fair Y
Risers Concealed 45 Unknown Y

Potable DHW
Basement Exposed 45 Fair Y
Risers Concealed 45 Unknown Y
Recirculation Piping 45 Fair Y

[2]  See civil descriptions for details.

                                                         43 Bradford Street, Concord , MA 01742 Tel: (781) 398-2250

Piping Existing Condition

October 20, 2016

[1]  Tub shoes should be replaced whenever the tub is replaced.  If tub is existing to remain, shoe should remain as well. 
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 Electrical Systems 
MAIN ELECTRICAL SERVICE AND POWER DISTRIBUTION 
 
Overview 
 

1. The Main Electrical Service is fed via a ground-level Utility-Co owned transformer vault to an adjacent Main 
Electrical Room.   

2. The Main Service Switchboard is a series of Federal Pacific 1,500A, to 3,000A, 120/208, 3θ 4-Wire subunits; 
all original to the Building’s construction date. 

3. The distribution of electricity is supported by a collection of original panels (1971) and newer panels in 1999 
added to accommodate various HVAC and PV system upgrades made over the last 45-yrs.    

4. Each apartment houses is own 100A Federal Pacific service panel with STABLOC breakers. 
5. A 180kW Generator (installed 2011) services emergency and standby power needs for corridor and common 

area lighting, emergency egress lighting, access control and the elevator machine rooms.  The project 
consisted of creating an enclosed dedicated generator room with a 2-hr rate design.   New distribution panels 
were added to separate Life-Safety functions from Standby power services.         

6. A PV system produces electricity which is monitored by the Utility Company and offsets the consumption 
costs of the two Burns Buildings. 
 

Problems 
 

1. The Main Switchboard and original distribution panels are at end of life (45+ years of service) though it is not 
uncommon to have 50-year and older switchgear in service and working well.  

2. The Federal Pacific Electric Main Switchboard is original to the 1971 construction, however FPE ceased 
operations in the 1980’s following the loss of their UL rating claim.    

3. Accessibility of obsolete / end-of-life FPE components poses a risk of catastrophic failure within the Main 
Electrical Switchboard and no readily available replacement / repair component.   

4. Stab-Loc® circuit breakers used in apartment electrical services are no longer manufactured or supported by 
any electrical supply houses.    

 
Recommendations 
 

1. Perform a baseline Thermal Imaging test of the Main Electrical Switchboard and critical distribution panels 
and address point detected to have excessive heat load stress.  Stress on an electrical system is often 
caused by overloaded circuits or poor/oxidized connections.  Under either condition, steps should be taken to 
lessen the heat stress, which may develop into catastrophic failure of a breaker or even result in a fire.  

2. Replace the obsolete Federal Pacific Main distribution with new Main Service.  
3. Replace the obsolete Federal Pacific apartment Service distribution with new apartment services with arc 

fault and GFCI breakers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          
Federal Pacific Switchboards 100A Federal Pacific apartment panel 
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LIGHTING 
 
Overview 

1.  Light bulb technology and lighting controls remain largely unchanged from the fluorescent bulb and manual 
light switch technology available for 50+ years.   

2.  Light bulb selections employed at the Building include an array of Florescent, CFL and halogen bulbs.   
  48” 28W T8 single florescent – common areas, mechanical space, corridors, countertop lighting 
     48” 32W T12 single and double florescent – common areas, mechanical space 
                        21” 13W T5 single florescent – kitchen and bathrooms  
  9”   22W T9 circline fluorescent – kitchen, common areas 
  12” 32W T9 circline fluorescent – kitchen, common areas 
  16” 44W T9 circline fluorescent – common areas 
  CFL 60-100W – mechanical space, common areas   
  Incandescent filament 60-100W - mechanical space, storage rooms  
 

Problems 
1. Lighting control by manual switching is not capable of auto-dimming of lights during the day or when the 

occupants of the space have vacated.   
2. Light fixtures observed are not capable of dimming or offering a nightlight option.   
3. Florescent and Incandescent bulb maintenance is labor intensive for a large building with many fixtures in 

operation.   
 

Recommendations 
1. Replace florescent bulb technology with dimmable LED technology and nightlight feature in toilet rooms. 
2. Light levels in Kitchens and Bathrooms do not have a code requirements for units of illumination (foot-

candles).  Recommended foot-candles found in a general work space of a kitchen or bathroom varies by 
Owner preference but is typically designed to 15-30 foot candles.  Task lighting of 30-50 foot candles is 
employed a bathroom vanity mirrors and under kitchen cabinets to support daily grooming and undercabinet 
near food preparation and cooking areas.   

3. An LED fixture package and a traditional Fluorescent fixture package for apartment kitchens and bathrooms 
is supplied as an attachment to this report.    
 

          
Collection of failed or worn bulbs awaiting proper disposal    Typical wall-mount kitchen light  
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Apartment entryway light.                                                        Apartment bathroom light.   
 

      
Common area light fixtures.                                                Common area light fixtures.   
 
FIRE ALARM  
 
Overview 

1. Fire Alarm System includes smoke detection and signaling devices in each apartment and common area and 
meets code requirements. 

2. Main Fire Alarm Panel updated to Edwards System Technology (EST3).  System operating requirements can 
be configured on this panel based on geographic location and on protected premises ownership.  The panel 
update was made within the last 5-yrs monitors smoke detection by building zone.   

3. Initiating devices (Smoke Detectors) and Signaling devices (horn/strobes) have been update or replaced in 
areas of the common and mechanical spaces, but not all signaling devices have been updated to conform to 
today’s ADA requirements for strobe light intensity.  While this is not a code violation, a plan should be made 
to finance an upgrade of the Fire Alarm system and signaling devices to include voice evacuation and special 
ADA compliant systems to designated handicap apartments is recommended.       

 
Problems 

1. No reported problems.  The System is regularly maintained and tested by a licensed Fire Alarm company.  
 
Recommendations 

1. Consider replacing all outmoded signaling devices with ADA-compliant devices as well as upgrade select 
apartments with handicap special features for alerting the deaf or hard of hearing.  Apartments identified as 
suitable for the deaf and or the deaf and blind would be designed with visual strobes bright enough to wake 
up a deaf person, a data connection to the Fire Alarm Panel for a bed pillow or chair vibration system.   This 
system is designed to activate a vibration signal on the detection of smoke or CO for the blind and the  deaf.  
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A special mixed low-pitched sound alarm is available for the hard of hearing.  These apartments could also 
be configured with a special doorbell and phone alert system when the building comes under an emergency 
situation.    

2. Replace existing zone monitored smoke system with addressable initiating devices, which would allow for 
pinpoint accuracy of smoke detection vs detection to the nearest floor or wing.   

3. A Voice Evacuation system would instruct occupants in common areas of the Building with evacuation 
instructions an addition to the traditional sounding fire alarm tones in apartments.     

 
COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA 
 
Overview 

1. Apartments and Administration Offices services by Comcast and Verizon for Internet, Television and 
Telephone.  

2. Common connection points for Comcast reside in stairwells, which provides ease of access and 
serviceability. 

3. Residents and Staff use a combination of cellular and hard-wired systems of accessing phone and internet.   
4. No Structured Media Cabinets were found in the apartments.  Apartment utility connections consisted of a 

telephone jack which could be used for phone and data and a coax-cable for television, phone and data 
service.      

 
Problems 

1. The Building’s steel and concrete structure creates high obstacle severity for Wireless LAN communications, 
typically based on radio frequency signals that require a clear and unobstructed transmission path.  
Intermittent or lost cellular service results in slow or disrupted internet data streaming, distorted vice 
transmission and dropped calls.      

2. Residents accessing/tampering with unlocked coax cable distribution boxes located in public access 
stairwells.   

3. First Responders are likely to experience signal strength performance with radio communications.    
 
Recommendations 

1. Consider adding a Structured Media Cabinet to each apartment with cat-6 telephone and data carrying 
capability, as well as wireless network on each floor offering shared Wi-Fi service to Residents and Staff.  

2. Install a Bi-Directional Amplifier system with an antenna tuned to the frequency used by Cambridge Fire and 
separate frequency used by Cambridge Police and local EMT.    

3. Negotiate an infrastructure upgrade with Comcast to address prolonged phone and cable service outages by 
switching to a Fiber network solution.  Update the Structured Media Cabinet to include fiber-based internet, 
television and telephone service 

4. Replace stairwell coax-cable distribution boxes with lockable cabinets to mitigate tampering and unwanted 
outages due to tampering.        

 
SECURITY 
 
Overview 

1. Security system consists of a combination of analog cabled surveillance cameras at key access points and 
common areas.     

2. Select floors offer a direct-wired emergency phone system.  
3. Residents and Staff use a system of cylinder-keyed doors as a means of access control.   
4. An intercom system allows for communication between Visitors and Residents or Administrators to allow for 

remote unlocking of the Main Lobby Doors.        
 
Problems 

1. Security cameras are lacking at all points of access/egress and at stairwells.  Residents and Staff are 
concerned that unmonitored doors and stairwells invite the risk unwanted visitors and a less than safe 
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environment due to blind spots.  Residents and Staff are equally sensitive to saturating the residence 
hallways and common areas with cameras; losing any sort of implied privacy. 

2. Security phones lacking in all corridors and stairwells. 
3. Propping of main and secondary doorways is a common occurrence to eliminate the fatigue of repeated 

unlocking a doorway when loading/unloading a vehicle, but exposes Residents and Staff to the unwanted or 
uninvited Visitor.     

 
Recommendations 

1. Consider adding an IP based security camera system to monitor all access points, elevators and stairwells 
and 2nd floor Bridge.   

2. Add emergency telephones at stairwells and Elevator Lobby areas 
3. Add door contact position alarms to all points of door access/egress to sound local alarm for doors opened 

longer than 90-seconds.     
 
AUDIO VISUAL (AV) 
 
Overview 

1. Community Room sound system consist of portable speaker with wireless microphone.  
2. Community Room video presentations consist of a portable projector and screen. 

 
Problems 

1. The inconvenience with having to transport and setup a portable sound on Resident Meeting and Movie 
Nights in Community Room.   

2. The inconvenience with having to transport and setup a portable video projector and screen on Resident 
Meeting and Movie Nights in Community Room.   

 
Recommendations 

1. Add an overhead speaker sound system suitable for voice and music projection.  Add wireless sound and 
active loop assistive listening system for the hearing impaired.     

2. Provide a ceiling mounted projector with plug-in ports on presentation wall for LAN, DVI and HDMI video 
input.  Position a viewing screen that can be retracted when not in use.   
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Waste Management Systems 
 

Overview 
 

1. Each floor is served by a trash chute that empties into a trash compactor in the basement of #50 
2. Trash bags are then hauled to collection rooms for collection once per week. 
3. There are recycling bins at each floor trash room and a central recycle area off Churchill Avenue at the 

exterior at #50  
4. Exterior trash receptacles are located along the pathways and patio area. 
 

Problems 
 

1. Residents report odors and pest problems coming from trash rooms 
2. Exterior central cycling area are of poor appearance  
 

Recommendation 
 

1. Clean trash chute. 
2. Investigate sealing and ventilation at trash rooms to eliminate odor 
3. Explore design strategy to better the exterior central recycling area 

 
 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Trash Room and Compactor           Exterior Trash Receptacle 
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Exterior Central Recycling Area 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 Trash room at each floor with 32 gallon recycling bin
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DUE DILIGENCE INSPECTION 
Daniel Burns 
30-50 Churchill Ave,  
Cambridge MA 
 
Date:  October 18, 2016 
 
To:  Jim Bruneau, RA 

BARGMANN HENDRIE +ARHETYPE, INC. 
300 A Street, Boston, MA. 02210 
 

From:  Sarah Zhang, Code Advisory Group 
Doug Anderson, Manager, Code Advisory Group 

 
Re:  Existing Conditions Assessment 

Daniel Burns, Cambridge, MA 
 
This memorandum is a feasibility study to addresses life safety and accessibility upgrades in the building at 
35-55 Clarendon Ave, Cambridge, MA. Addressed are the Regulations of the Massachusetts Building Code 
(780 CMR), Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB); the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA); and the Architectural Barriers Act (ABA). The ABA applies due to HUD 504 funding. The memo 
provides an analysis of the impacted building systems.  
 
A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

The property is located at 35-55 Clarendon Ave, Cambridge, MA, consists of 198 senior/disability 
apartment units, office, laundry rooms and community rooms. The building has two portions (35 
Clarendon and 50 Clarendon) and is connected only on the 2nd floor. It has seven (7) floors; the 
basement, and Floors 1-6. The building has 31 residence parking including 5 accessible parking and 
13 staff parking space. This is not a high rise building. The building is not classified as a historic 
building.    
  
The building is Group R-2 (apartments), Group B (office), Group and accessory Group S-2 (storage). 
 
The construction type of the building is Type IB, unprotected, non-combustible construction. The 
building has partial automatic sprinkler system in the trash rooms, and building 30 basement and 
outdoor garage at building 30. The building is protected with a fire alarm system.  
 
Building 30 (35 Clarendon) has two stairs and one elevator and Building 50 (50 Clarendon) has three 
stairs and two elevators. There is also a stair connects the basement and 1st floor in Building 50.  
 

B. INTERNATIONAL EXISTING BUILDING CODE  
 
 Existing Building Code Compliance Methods The International Existing Building Code (IEBC) 

includes three separate methods for compliance as defined in IEBC Section 101.5.  The methods 
include the prescriptive method, performance method and the work area method. Only one of the 
three methods may be used on a building permit. Most building permit use the “work area” method, 
outlined below. 
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Work Area Compliance Method 
 
The premise behind the three levels of work is, besides requiring that all new equipment and systems 
meet the code for new construction, that additional building improvements are required above and 
beyond the scope of work otherwise proposed. 
 
Alterations -- Level 1: Level 1 alterations covers removal and replacement of existing materials, 
elements, equipment or fixtures using like materials that serve the same purpose. 
 
Alterations – Level 2: Level 2 alterations include the reconfiguration of space, the addition or 
elimination of any door or window, the reconfiguration of any system, or the installation of any 
additional equipment.  
 
Alterations – Level 3: Level 3 alterations apply when the work area exceeds 50 percent of the 
aggregate area of the building. 
 
Analysis: If the work area exceeds 50% of the aggregate area of the building, it is Level 3 and 
shall comply with all requirements for Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. 

  
C. COMPONENTS AND DEFICIENCIES  
 

The following deficiencies and observations noted relate to compliance issues based on the 
provisions of the current applicable codes and standards.  Except for items relating to means of 
egress, non-compliant conditions are permitted to remain until a project triggers upgrades in 
accordance with the various codes. 

 
780 CMR has provisions for means of egress in existing buildings which may require, in the opinion 
of the building official, that non-compliant or dangerous conditions be addressed. Upgrades may be 
required regardless of whether other work is to be performed in the building. In addition, the IEBC 
may also require upgrades to non-compliant conditions. 

 
102.6.4 Existing Means of Egress, Lighting and Ventilation. The building official may 
cite the following condition in writing as a violation and order the abatement within a time frame 
deemed necessary by the building official to make the building environment safe, healthy or 
otherwise comply with this code. 

a. Inadequate number of means of egress. 
b. Egress components with insufficient width or so arranged to be inadequate, including 

signage and lighting. 
c. Inadequate lighting and ventilation. 

 
Where full compliance for means of egress, lighting and ventilation are not practical, the building 
official may accept compliance alternatives, engineering judgments, or other evaluations that 
adequately address the deficiency. 

 
Analysis: The building has an adequate numbers of means of egress, and the egress is adequately 
arranged. Exit sign deficiencies are noted below. Emergency lighting was not investigated as part 
of this review; that is typically done by an electrician as field testing is required. 

 
D. LIFE SAFETY/MEANS OF EGRESS  

Building 30 (35 Clarendon) has two stairs; one stair connects all floors and the other stair connects 
from the 1st floor to the 6th floor. Building 50 (50 Clarendon) has three stairs. One stair connects the 
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basement to the 5th floor, the other two stairs connect the 1st floor to the 6th floor. There is also a stair 
connects the basement and 1st floor.  

 
Deficiencies/Observations and Proposed Correction  

1. Fire Doors 
There is a fire door on each floor from floors 1 to 5 in Building 50. The labels on all fire doors are 
painted over so the fire rating of the doors is unknown.  
 
Analysis: The fire doors must remain unless a sprinkler system is provided; then the doors can 
be removed. 

 

          
 

2. Exit Signs 
Some exit signs throughout the building are not illuminated, but are “stickers” and some exit signs 
show the wrong directions.  
 
Analysis: 780 CMR 1011.1 and 1011.2 requires that exit signs must be internally or 
externally illuminated and the exit signs shall clearly indicate the direction of egress travel. 
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3. Exit at South Lounge in Building 50 
There is no exterior landing at the exit from South Lounge to the court yard, and no designated 
egress path outside the exit door. 
 
Analysis: Landing shall be provided at the exit door and a designated egress path from the 
exit to a public way shall be provided, 1008.1.6 and 1027, 780 CMR. 
 

   
 

4. Guards 
Guardrail in stairs is required in 780 CMR, 1013. Detail deficiencies and requirement will be 
provided in the stair section under the accessibility section in this report. 
 

5. Electrical Box in the Stairs 
The electrical box is in the stair.  
 
Analysis: Penetrations other than those necessary for the purpose of the shaft shall not be 
permitted in shaft enclosures, 708.8.1, 780 CMR. This would be triggered upon renovation. 
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E. Fire Protection  
  

1. Sprinkler System 
The building has partial automatic sprinkler system in the trash rooms, and building 30 basement and 
outdoor garage at building 30. Portable fire extinguishers are located throughout the building.   
 
Level 2, 704.1 Scope. The requirements of this section shall be limited to work areas in which Level 2 
alterations are being performed, and where specified they shall apply throughout the floor on which the 
work areas are located or otherwise beyond the work area. 
 
IEBC 704.2.2 Automatic Sprinkler System. In buildings with occupancies in Groups A, B, E, F-1, 
H, I, M, R-1, R-2, R-4, S-1 and S-2, work areas that have exits or corridors shared by more than one 
tenant or that have exits or corridors serving an occupant load greater than 30 shall be provided with 
automatic sprinkler protection where all of the following conditions occur: 

1. The work area is required to be provided with automatic sprinkler protection in accordance with 
the 
International Building Code as applicable to new construction; 
2. The work area exceeds 50 percent of the floor area; and 
3. The building has sufficient water supply for design of a fire sprinkler system available to the 
floor without installation of a new fire pump. 

 
Analysis: Sprinklers are required in Group R. The occupant load on each floor exceeds 30, so, if 
the work area exceeds 50% of the floor area, a sprinkler system will be required. 

 
Law Applicable to Dwelling Units  
 
Section 26I. In a city, town or district which accepts the provisions of this section, any building hereafter 
constructed or hereafter substantially rehabilitated (emphasis added) so as to constitute the equivalent of 
new construction and occupied in whole or in part for residential purposes and containing not less than 
four dwelling units including, but not limited to, lodging houses, boarding houses, fraternity houses, 
dormitories, apartments, townhouses, condominiums, hotels, motels and group residences, shall be 
equipped with an approved system of automatic sprinklers in accordance with the provisions of the state 
building code. 
 
Analysis: The requirements of this statute are enforced by the fire official. This law would only be 
applicable to the residential portions of the building. 
 
The concept of “substantial rehabilitation” for dwelling units is different than the guidelines noted 
for MGL Ch 148 Sec 26G  (not applicable for this project). Only the cost of sprinkler system 
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installation, when compared to the cost of an overall renovation project, is considered; building 
assessment is not. 
 
The following provision was once part of the state building code; it was based upon the “substantial 
rehabilitation” provision of this law: 

 
Substantial Renovation, or Substantial Alteration. 
… substantial renovation or substantial alteration shall have the following meanings; Substantial 
renovation and substantial alteration is work which is major in scope and expenditure when 
compared to the work and expenditure required for the installation of a fire protection system, 
when such system is required by 780 CMR 9.00 for a particular use group.  
 

The percentage of sprinkler cost as a portion of the overall project varied from municipality to 
municipality, but in general ranged between 10% and 20%. It is unknown what percentage 
Cambridge uses, so presume that 20% of the budget would be the maximum.  
 
The costs for sprinkler installation would include not only sprinkler piping and sprinkler heads, but 
also any interior demolition and finish work that otherwise was not part of the project; and 
installation of a new water supply and related hardware such as backflow preventers. 
 
 

2. Pull Station 
The pull station in the basement of Building 50 is located more than 60” from the exit door. 
 
NFPA 72, Section 17.14.6 Manual fire alarm boxes shall be located within 60 in (1.52 m) of the exit 
doorway opening at each exit on each floor. 
 
Analysis: The pull station shall be relocated in accordance with NFPA 72. 
 

 
 
ACCESSIBILITY 
There are two accessibility regulations that apply to buildings in Massachusetts. The Regulations of the 
Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB) (521 CMR) are enforced by the local building official 
as part of the building permit process. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is self-enforced; 
violations are subject to civil lawsuit or a complaint filed with the US Department of Justice.  
 
Each regulation consists of two distinct set of provisions; the “scoping” provisions, which outline 
compliance requirements for construction and renovations projects; and “technical” provisions, which 
outline dimensional and technical requirements for the actual construction. The scoping provisions differ 
between the two regulations, while in general the dimensional and technical requirements of the ADA 
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Architectural Guidelines are equivalent or similar to those contained within the MAAB. In any case of 
conflict between the two regulations, the more restrictive applies. 
 
ADA Compliance Triggers  
 
The ADA guidelines contain accessibility requirements, which are applicable to all buildings and cover 
employees in addition to the public. This project receives federal funds which in accordance with 504 of 
the Rehab Act, require it to comply with ADA. 
 
35.15.1 (b), Each facility or part of a facility altered by, on behalf of, or for the use of a public entity in a 
manner that affects or could affect the usability of the facility or part of the facility shall, to the maximum 
extent feasible, be altered in such manner that the altered portion of the facility is readily accessible to and 
usable by individuals with disabilities, if the alteration was commenced after January 26, 1992. 
 
Additionally, any future alterations to a building should comply with the ADA guidelines as outlined in 
Section 4.1.1 of the ADAAG.   
 
ABA Compliance Triggers 
 
The ABA standards contain accessibility requirements for facilities that are designed, built, or altered with 
federal funds or leased by federal agencies. Four agencies use the ABA standards, the General Services 
Administration (GSA), Department of Defense (DOD), Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD), and the United States Postal Service (USPS). These agencies are required to enforce the ABA 
standards to facilities under their jurisdiction.  
 
ABA Standards apply to: 
 

1. All areas of newly designed and constructed buildings and altered or leased portions of existing 
buildings (ABA F201.1).   
 

2. Additions to an existing building shall comply with new construction (ABA F202.2). 
 

3. Alterations to existing elements or spaces shall require only the altered element or space to comply 
with the ABA standards (ABA F202.3). 

 
MAAB Compliance Triggers  
  
In accordance with 521CMR, only buildings undergoing renovation which meet the following dollar 
thresholds based on the assessed value of the building must provide access. 
 

1. Work amounting to greater than 30% of the full and fair cash value (100% equalized assessed 
value) of the building.  The building is required to comply with the requirements of 521 CMR in 
full (521 CMR 3.3.2). 

 
2. Work amounting to less than 30% of the full and fair cash value but greater than $100,000.  All 

new work must comply and, in addition, an accessible public entrance and accessible toilet room, 
telephone and drinking fountain (if public toilets, telephones and drinking fountains are provided) 
are required (521 CMR 3.3.1(b)). 

 
3. Work amounting to less than $100,000. Only the work being performed is required to comply (521 

CMR 3.3.1(a)). 
 
Past Projects and Full and Fair Cash Value 
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As of January 1, 2016, the building was assessed at $16,620,100 with 30% of the assessed value being 
$4,986,030. Any building permits that have been issued within the last 36 months are included within the 
30 percent trigger. The project cost as reflected on building permits is typically labor and material only. 
 
Deficiencies/Observations 
There are two entrances into the building and they are all accessible.  The apartment is a federally-assisted 
elderly/disabled apartment, so it shall comply with 521 CMR and ADA if required. The following 
accessible features will be required if the building is renovated. 

 
The following technical deficiencies are a list of non-complaint items in the building, including Building 30 
and Building 50. 

1. Accessible Parking  
There are total of 31 residential parking and 5 of them are accessible parking. There are total of 13 
staff parking on site. No van parking is provided and the slope of the accessible aisle exceeds 2% 
on one accessible parking spot. 
 
Analysis: The number of accessible parking complies with the minimum number of 
accessible parking requirement. However, a minimum 1 van parking shall be provided. In 
addition, all accessible parking and aisles shall not have slope more than 2%.  

    
 

1) Accessible Units 
There are two accessible units in this building. There are total of 198 units in the building and 5% 
of the units must be accessible units. A minimum of 10 units would need to be accessible units. In 
addition, a minimum of 2 sleeping rooms would be required to accommodate persons who are 
deaf or hard of hearing.  This would be triggered if the building renovation exceeds the 30% 
threshold. 

 
2) Ramp in Building 50 

There is a ramp on the first floor in Building 50. The middle portion of the ramp has a slope of 
9.2% which exceed the maximum of 8.3%, 24.2.1, 521 CMR, ABA/ADA 405.2 and 405.7.1.  
 
Analysis: The ramp is required to be modified so the maximum slope of the entire ramp is 
less or equal to 8.3%. This would be triggered upon renovation or if the building renovation 
exceeds $100,000 or the 30% threshold. 
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3) Public Restrooms 
There are two public restrooms on the first floor in Building 50, one for men and one for women. 
Here are the deficiencies we found during the survey: 

1) The grab bar is at 31” in height which is lower than 33” in both men’s and women’s 
restrooms, 30.8, 521 CMR, ABA/ADA 609.4 and 604.5. 

2) The flush control is on the wrong side in both men’s and women’s restrooms, 30.7.5, 521 
CMR, ABA/ADA 604.6. 

 
Analysis: The grab bar and flush control need to be modified to make them compliant in 
both restrooms. This would be triggered upon renovation or if the building renovation 
exceeds $100,000 or the 30% threshold. 
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4) Door Hardware 
Some of the door handles throughout the building require grasping (door knob). Accessible door 
handles are required to have a shape to operate with one hand, 521 CMR Section 26.11.1, and 
ABA 404.2.7. Mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, and janitor rooms are not required to have 
accessible doors.  
 
Analysis: All office, community room, laundry room, all exits and accessible units are 
required to be accessible and the door knobs will need to be replaced if so triggered by 
MAAB, ABA and/or the ADA.  

     
 

5) Trash Rooms 
The trash room door is 30” in width. Random survey was conducted onsite and all trash room 
doors that we inspected are 30”. 
 
Analysis: The trash room on each floor is accessed by all residences and is considered 
common use space in multiple dwellings. Therefore, all trash rooms shall be on an accessible 
route providing a minimum of 32” clear opening on the doors, 10.4, 521 CMR. This would 
be triggered upon renovation or if the building renovation exceeds $100,000 or the 30% 
threshold. 

 
6) Mailbox and Call Buttons 

The mailbox in both buildings are from 31” to 64” in height and the call buttons are from 40” to 
52”. The mailbox and call buttons exceed the reach range requirement in section 10.7, 521 CMR, 
ABA/ADA 308.2.  
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Analysis: All mailboxes and call buttons shall be located between 15” to 48” above the finish 
floor. This would be triggered upon renovation or if the building renovation exceeds the 
30% threshold. 
 

     
 

7) Stairs 
There are total of three stairs in Building 50 with another stair connects from basement to the first 
floor; and total of two stairs in Building 30. All stairs are identical and have the following 
deficiencies: 

1) The guard rails spacing is more than 4” in all stairs including the stair in the community 
room. The guardrails are required in 780 CMR. This would be triggered if the stairs are 
under renovation or if the building official consider this is unsafe. 

2) The inner handrails are not continuous. This would be triggered upon renovation or if the 
building renovation exceeds the 30% threshold. 

3) There is no pull side clearance on the door in stair 2 and 3 in Building 50 (see the stair # 
below). This would be triggered upon renovation or if the building renovation exceeds 
the 30% threshold. 

4) The wall handrail in the stair near the lobby in Building 30 does not have the 12” 
extension at the end. This would be triggered upon renovation or if the building 
renovation exceeds the 30% threshold. 
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Survey Summary: 7-7-2016 (Building 50, 1st Floor) 
Toilet Room MAAB ABA/ADA Survey 

Women Men 
Sink Height 27”-34” 34” max 28”-31.5” 28”-31.5” 
Piping under the sink Protected Protected YES YES 
Mirror Height 40” max 40” max 38.5” 39” 
Soap Dispenser/ 
Handpaper Dispenser 

42” max 15”-48”  
(within reach 
requirements of Section 
308) 

38” 38” 

Toilet Height 17”-19” 7”-19” 18” 19” 
Toilet Centerline from 
wall  

18” 16”-18” 18” 18” 

Grab Bar 33”-36” 33”-36” Side: 31” 
Back: 33” 

Side: 31” 
Back: 33.5” 

Flush Control 48” max H on the 
open side 

on open side NO NO 

The Outlet of Toilet Paper 
Dispenser Height 

Min 24”  15”-48” 38” 39” 

Door Opening Width 32”min 32” min 33” 33” 
Front Approach to the pull 
side of the door 

18”min 18” min YES YES 

Accessible stall size 
(Door swing in?)  

42” in front of the 
toilet and 60” 
wide 

56” x 60” Compliant Compliant 

Clear floor space for 
maneuvering in toilet 
room 

60” diameter 60’ diameter Compliant Compliant 

Knee Space Knee space: mini 
8”from the edge 
under the sink 
Toe space: max 
6” of the 48” 
clear floor space 
(if a mini 9” toe 
space provided) 

Knee space: max 25” 
deep under sink. (When 
knee space is part of a 
clear floor space, mini 
11” deep at 9” above fl; 
mini 8” deep at 27 “ 
above fl) 
Toe space: 17”-25” 
(max 6” toe space at 9” 
above floor space) 

Compliant Compliant 

Urinals 17” max 17” max N/A N/A 
Handicap Sign yes yes YES YES 

 Need Ambulatory accessible stall when 
there are 6 or more? 

NO NO 

1. RED indicates the measured dimension doesn’t comply with both MAAB, ABA and ADA requirements.  
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Daniel F. Burns Apartments Resident Survey 
 
Dear Daniel F. Burns Resident, 
 
This survey is a follow-up to the kick-off meeting for the upcoming building modernization that was on held on 
June 15 to help the CHA and the design team understand what works and what could be improved about the 
buildings at Daniel F. Burns Apartments.  Please take a few minutes to answer the questions as completely as 
you can. 
 
 
Name (Optional): 
_________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Which building do you live in? (Circle one)     30 Churchill  / 50 Churchill  
 
Apartment # (Optional): _____________________ 
 
Date: ___________________________________ 

 
What size unit do you live in? (Circle one)     Studio    / Modified 1 bedroom   / 1 bedroom  / 2 bedroom  
 
What floor do you live on? (Circle one) 
 
Floor 1   /    Floor 2    /    Floor 3    /    Floor 4    /    Floor 5    /    Floor 6 
 
What are the 3 things you like about Daniel F. Burns Apartments with regards to the building units and 
commonly used spaces? 
 
INDIVIDUAL UNITS 

 Balcony 
 “Studios are spacious” 
 Airy and Light  
 Views  
 Heat/Cooling provided in unit and controllable in unit 
 General easy maintenance, tile floors 
 Building unit layouts  
 Electric stove  
 Unit sound proofing 
 “beautiful large trees” 

 
 

COMMON AREAS 
 “Courtyard is nice in city living”, plantings, trees and Gazebo 
 Laundry on site  
 Trash chute convenience  
 Cleanliness of community room  
 Site amenities such as billiard room 
 “Pictures in common hallways” 

 
GENERAL 

 Building location convenient  to transportation 
 Grounds are kept up and clean
 Parking on site  
 Elevator convenience 
 Safety  
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What are 3 things you would like to change at Daniel F. Burns Apartments with regards to the building units and 
commonly used spaces? 
 
INDIVIDUAL UNITS 

 Larger sink and better kitchen organization of space in general 
 More kitchen counter and storage space  
 More storage space in general  
 Improve ventilation in units (cross ventilation) 
 Clean air vents and more frequent general maintenance 
 Unit too cold in winter.  Cold air coming in from outside 
 Closet light 
 Change to hardwood floor for ease maintenance 
 No-smoking in units and “enforce” 
 Better interior paint quality 
 Better closet door than metal bi-folds 
 Acoustic transmission and sound absorption 
 Change studio to bedroom 
 Mold and mildew 
 “Units feel like Cubicles” 

 
COMMON AREAS 

 Paint common hallway  
 Community bathroom general cleaning   
 Add common computer area  
 Replace carpeting and finish in general in common areas 
 New furniture in common area (chairs) 
 Better maintenance at common areas, vacuum more frequently 
 “Bigger TV and add cable” 
 Air quality and temperature in the common hallway 
 Collection of garbage frequency, “first floor trash room gets quite stinky” 
 “wifi and internet throughout the building…”,  “Comcast should not have a monopoly in CHA” 
 Emergency phone on every floor 
 “Improve bicycle storage” 

 
GENERAL 

 Better security  
 Reduce pedestrian cut through traffic at courtyard 
 Frequent window cleaning  
 Better cellphone reception  
 More garden space  
 More frequent garbage collection and enforce recycling separation from food waste.  They are often 

not separated.  Better policy and better information for residents 
 Odor and smells from trash area 
 Cleaner laundry room  

 
Do you have difficulty moving around in your unit? (Circle one)   Yes (8) /   No (38)  
 
Do you have difficulty moving around in the building? (Circle one)   Yes (2) /   No (43)   
 
If you have difficulty moving in your unit or the building, what could we do to make it easier?  

 Larger space  
 Better lighting 
 “lack of space means furniture against window wall makes hard to operate windows” 
 “back door have automatic opening option” 
 “Fix elevator” 
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Do you feel safe within the building? (Circle one)     Yes (43) /   No (2)      
 
If no, why?   

 Poor security  
 Easy access for non-residents 
 Feeling unsafe at night  

  
Apartment Interiors                   
 
Do you use a microwave? (Circle one)       Yes (38) /   No (9)    
 
If yes, how often?   
 
Daily (6)  2 – 5 (31) 
 
Is there anything you have and do not use in your kitchen?  (Circle all that apply)  
Low shelves  (2)    /        Upper cabinets (6)      /    Corner cabinets  (2)   /  
 
Other:  

 More storage   
 Cabinet too high to reach  
 Not enough storage 
 “Closet in the kitchen” 
 “rotating lazy susan shelf” in the corner cabinet 
 “a stove with bottom storage space for pans..” 

 
Do you use the tub to take shower or bath? (Circle one) Shower Only / Bath Only / Both Shower and Bath  

 Shower Only  (22 )  
 Bath Only   (  5 ) 
 Both Shower and Bath (17 ) 

     
Do you generally have enough water pressure?  (Circle one)    Yes (43) /   No (3)    
 
Do you generally have enough hot water?  (Circle one)   Yes (39)  /  No (5)   
Other:  

 Sometimes, Too cool 
 
Does it take a long time for hot water to reach your unit? (Circle one)  Yes (7) /   No (38)   
 
Do you find it hard to shut off your water? (Circle one)   Yes (6)  /   No (40)  
 
If yes, where? (Circle all that apply)   Kitchen sink / Bathroom sink / 
Shower 

 Kitchen sink   ( 6 )   
 Bathroom sink ( 1 ) 
 Shower   ( 1 ) 

         
Does your faucet drip? (Circle one)     Yes (10) /   No (33)  
 
If yes, where?  (Circle all that apply)   Kitchen sink / Bathroom sink  

 Kitchen Sink   ( 3)   
 Bathroom Sink ( 9) 

 
Do you ever have problems with any clogs or slow drains? (Circle one)   
At the bathtub:  (4) Every day  /     Once a week/  (1)/ Once a month /(14)Less than once a month 
At the bathroom sink:  (2) Every day  / (1)Once a week/ (3)Once a month /  (10)Less than once a month 
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At the kitchen sink:  (2) Every day  /     Once a week/  (2)Once a month /(16)Less than once a month 
 
Does your balcony drain properly?  (The water should run off through the drain holes, not collect on the floor of 
the balcony).  (Circle one)        Yes (20) /   No (20)   

 
Do you have enough storage?  (Circle one)     Yes (27)  /  No (20)   
 
If no, what additional storage would be useful?   (Circle all that apply)       Closet  /  Open shelves  /     

 Closet    (24)   
 Open shelves (7) 

 
Other:  

 Walk-in closets  
 Covered bike storage  
 Basement tenant storage 
 Reconfigure larger front closet with shelves; top to bottom, half hander bars for coats 

 
Are you satisfied with the condition of your kitchen shelves and cabinets? (Circle one) Yes (41) /   No (5) 
        
Do you think they are user friendly and/or easy to use? (Circle one)          Yes (35) /   No (9)   
 
Are there any changes you would want to make in your kitchen?  
 

 More counter space    
 Garbage Disposal     
 Spray hose at sink     
 Bigger sink      
 Better stove   (4  ) 
 Better Refrigerator location  (4  ) 
 Add ceiling lights     
 Cabinet door     
 Lower shelves for ease access (9  ) 
 Kitchen ventilation / need fan, too hot 
 Pine instead of particle board 
 Better countertops 
 Softer but bright lighting    

 
Is there enough light in your unit?  (Circle one)     Yes (25)  /  No(18) 
 
If no, where is additional light needed?  (Circle all that apply)    
Kitchen  /  Bathroom   /  Hall  / Living Room   /   Bedroom   /  Closets 
 

 Kitchen     (  5  )   
 Bathroom     (  3  ) 
 Hall     (   3 )   
 Living room    ( 15 ) 
 Bedroom     (  8  )   
 Closet     (13  ) 

 
Are you satisfied with the window shades that you have in your apartment? (Circle one)    Yes (24) / No (18) 
                
If not, would you like another kind?  More modern?  

    
 Easier To operate  (3 )  
 More Modern   (12 ) 
 Blinds    (2 )    
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 Make room darker  (1 ) 
 Wooden slats or cloth type (1 ) 

 
Are you satisfied with the décor or the appearance of your apartment? (Circle one)       Yes (28) /   No (12) 
 
If not, would you like to have a more modern and updated look?  (Circle one)         Yes (19) /   No (10)  
 
Is interior noise an issue in your unit? (Circle one)     Yes (18) /   No (29) 

 
 

If so, where is the noise coming from? (Circle one) Corridor  /  Abutting units  /  Both  /  Refrigerator 
      (5)        (4)      (1)  (1) 

 
Heating, Cooling and Electricity                   

 
Is your apartment warm enough in the winter?  (Circle one)  Yes (29) /   No (13) 
 
Is your apartment too warm?  (Circle one)     Yes (10) /   No (34)  
 
Is your apartment too cool?  (Circle one)     Yes   (6) /   No (31)  
 
Is your apartment cool enough in the summer?  (Circle one)   Yes (30) /   No (11)  

 
Would you prefer centralized air conditioning?  (Circle one)  Yes (19) /   No (18)  
 
Do you have adequate electrical outlets?  (Circle one)  Yes (29) /   No (8)  / Not 

sure (10) 
 
Are you satisfied with the ventilation in your apartment?  (Circle one)  Yes (32) /   No (15) 
 
If not, what would you suggest?  

 Cross ventilation   
 kitchen ventilation  
 Cleaning and general maintenance of vent 
 Change out large picture window for operable window;  

 
How often do you open your windows?  (Circle all that apply)   
Every Day / Once a week / During Winter / During Summer / Other: ________________ 
 

 Everyday    (24 )   
 Once a week    
 During Winter   (  2 )   
 During Summer    (13 ) 

 
Is it difficult to open and close the windows? (Circle one)    Yes (15) / No (30) 

 
Are there air or water leaks from the windows or sliding doors? (Circle one)     Yes (8) /   No (36) 
 
Are there water leaks from the outside walls?  (Circle one)    Yes (5) /   No (41) 
 
Have you ever had water stains or leaking on the ceiling of your unit?  (Circle one)     Yes (5) /   No (42) 
        
If so, what room(s) do they appear in?  (Circle all that apply)       
Kitchen   /    Living Room    /   Bedroom /    Bathroom  

 Kitchen    ( 2  )   
 Living Room   ( 2  ) 
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 Bedroom    ( 2  )   
 Bathroom     ( 4  ) 

 
Have you observed or smelled mold or mildew in your unit, especially in the bathroom or kitchen?   
(Circle one)        Yes (9)  /   No (37)  

 
Does your sink, bathtub or toilet leak?  (Circle all that apply)       
Bathroom Sink leaks     /    Bathtub leaks      /      Toilet leaks      /       Kitchen sink leaks    /    No leaks 

 Bathroom sink leaks  ( 3 )   
 Bathtub leaks   ( 4 ) 
 Toilet leaks    ( 2 )   
 Kitchen Sink leaks    ( 1 ) 
 No leaks     (34 ) 

 
Does your intercom/door buzzer system work?  (Circle one)     Yes (36) /   No (3)  /   Not sure (8) 
 
Does your bathroom emergency pull string work?  (Circle one) Yes (37)  /  No (1) /   Not sure (9)  
 
Would you like to change this system in any way?    
 

 Doesn’t have one, use life line (2  ) 
 

Common Area                     
 
Is there good lighting at the building entry?  (Circle one) Yes (39)  /   No (5)   /   Sometimes  /   Too 
Bright   /   Too Dark          
 
Is there good lighting in the stair and hallway?  (Circle one) Yes (39)  /  No (5)  /   Too Bright  / Too Dark 
 
Are you satisfied with the décor or the appearance of the common spaces?  (Circle one) 

Yes (38) /   No (7) 
          
Do you use the trash chute?  (Circle one)   Yes (38) /   No (6) 

 
If yes, how often do you take your household trash to the trash chute?  (Circle one)      
Every Day (32)   /     Every other day (5)     / Once a week (4) 

 
Do you recycle?  (Circle one)   Yes (39) /   No (2)   
 
Do you use the courtyard?  (Circle one)   Yes (27) /   No (15) 
 
How often?   Every Day (11)  /    Once a week (4)   /    Occasionally  (13)  /    Seasonally Summer (2) 

 
What would you change to make the courtyard more enjoyable?  

 Keeping them clean  
 Keep out non-residents and through traffic at courtyard 
 Reduce noise from gathering 
 More outdoor hobby/activities 
 More shades during summer 
 Add a grill 
 Enforce Smoking-free zone; “smoke seem to have taken over the courtyard…” 
 “We need trees”; “some fruit trees” 
 “Remove gazebo..rarely seen used” 
 Comfortable gathering, more chairs, small tables; more private areas for reading 
 Garden area for vegetables for resident 
 More native species,  
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What is your opinion of the trees in the courtyard?  The residents like them; some would like to have more, 

plant some fruit trees 
 
Are there any items we didn’t talk about that you would like to mention?  What improvements 
could we make that would make living at Daniel F. Burns Apartments easier on a daily basis?  
 
UNITS 

 Improve periodic maintenance of kitchen/bathroom vents and ducts 
 Bathroom needs fan to reduce moisture/mildew 
 Better closet doors 
 Toilet needs updating/constant flushing 
 Fix stoves and general more regular maintenance upkeep in units 
 Better storage in bathroom and general lack of storage in apartment 
 Change bathtub into walk-in shower  
 Concern about noises from above if hard-surface floors from carpet 
 Unit sound-proofing 
 Hook up to rooftop antenna for better reception  
 Vermin/roach abatement program 
 Flooring in bathroom and kitchen hard to maintain cleanliness.  “ I wash my floor each and everyday, 

they still look nasty..” 
 “difficult to get air circulation…” 
 Unit floor tiles are “hospital or star market…” lacking warmth 
 “I need more lighting” 

 
COMMON AREAS 

 Change carpet  
 Proper working elevator is important 
 More laundry machines  
 Laundry room hot and stuffy 
 Clean laundry room more often  
 Improve general upkeep of property  
 Repurpose the public area at each floor for more better use 
 Hallway temperature and air velocity.  Often blocked off  
 Converting pool room into reading, quiet activities, etc 
 Brighter livelier colors and prints; “pictures are old” 

 
 
GENERAL 

 More Accessible units at this property 
 Enforce no smoking policy at property 
 Fire sprinkler system 
 Access to a community gym 
 Other residents’ friends and families stay overnight / extended stay 
 Opposing adding new elevator in the building 
 Sound systems in common area 
 Need equal opportunity office onsite 
 “…making Burns inside more comfortable…”; brighter colors, paint,  
 “free wifi throughout building…” 
  

 
Notes: 

47 Residents survey received 
“  “ Actual statement from residents (in quotation marks) 
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System BASE SCOPE ENHANCED OPTION

BASE SCOPE ENHANCED OPTION

BUILDING ENVELOPE:    BASE SCOPE $17,163,725

COMMON INTERIORS:   BASE SCOPE $855,529

COMMON INTERIORS:   ENHANCED OPTION $1,503,338

COMMON CORRIDORS:   BASE SCOPE $998,740

UNIT INTERIORS:   BASE SCOPE $10,111,032

UNIT INTERIORS:   ENHANCED OPTION $1,500,657

PLUMBING SYSTEM:  BASE SCOPE $1,970,564

HVAC:  BASE SCOPE $2,643,029

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM:  BASE SCOPE $1,991,898

ELECTRICAL:   BASE SCOPE $2,835,762

SITE WORK:   BASE SCOPE $783,621

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS:  BASE SCOPE $1,504,394

Sub Total $40,858,294 $3,003,995

General Conditions/Requirements Included in Unit Prices Included in Unit Prices

Escalation to mid-point of construction (3Q2018) Included in Unit Prices Included in Unit Prices

Design Contingency Included in Unit Prices Included in Unit Prices

Construction Contingency Excluded Excluded

TOTAL $40,858,294 $3,003,995

SUMMARY:  PROJECT TOTALS
Project totals for each option 

PROJECT SUMMARY 
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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BUILDING ENVELOPE:    BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Un Rate $/un Cost

Staging Staging, allow 1 ls 902,002.50 $/ls $902,003
Window Systems Replace existing punched windows and insulated 

metal panel with new aluminum window wall

2,352 sf 150.33 $/sf $353,585
Curtainwall 
Systems

Replace existing curtainwall systems

40,773 sf 181.90 $/sf $7,416,765
Curtainwall 
Systems at 
Bridge

Replace existing curtainwall systems

470 sf 181.90 $/sf $85,495
Exterior Concrete 
Repair

Patch all cracks and spalls Difficult to  matching existing conc. 
Color;  Patching does not stop 
internal corrosion of reinforcing nor 
eliminate possible future spalling 1,200 ea 135.30 $/ea $162,360

Exterior Metal 
Cladding

Cover all existing pre-cast concrete surfaces with 
insulated metal panel. 

Contains all future spalling that may 
occur 
Improved building envelope 
insulation 41,902 sf 78.17 $/sf $3,275,628

Cement Board 
Panels

Replace existing cement board panels

350 sf 17.29 $/sf $6,051
Enclose 
Balconies

Enclose balcony w/window wall system and 
associated construction, assume 6' high 30,240 sf 142.82 $/sf $4,318,788

Window Sealants Repair Existing windows in place, reseal 
perimeters, replace glazing where seals have 
failed
**all sealant above included in this line item

Sealant repairs have a limited life 
span and should be replaced every 
5 to 10 years
Recommend two stage sealant at 
all concrete panel joints 9,024 lf 9.40 $/lf $84,788

Concrete Joint 
Sealants

Replace existing sealant at wall panel joints where 
required 29,600 lf 9.02 $/lf $266,993

Roof Repair at 30 
and 50 Churchill

Allow for roof repairs, 25% of tottal

6,572 sf 6.01 $/sf $39,520
Roofing New scupper including penetrating extg concrete 

parapet wall & make good 16 ea 1,029.79 $/ea $16,477
Roofing Vertical downspout 800 lf 24.05 $/lf $19,243
Bridge Roof 
Replacement

Replace existing built-up ballasted bituminous roof 
in kind

250 sf 60.13 $/sf $15,033
Entrance Canopy Replace existing canopy, allow

300 sf 255.57 $/sf $76,670
Entry Doors Replace exsting entry doors w/aluminum & glass 

doors, etc complete & replace weatherstripping 4 ea 9,771.69 $/ea $39,087
Replace steel 
coiling doors

Replace two 8'x21' motorized steel coiling doors

2 ea 16,950.13 $/ea $33,900
Replace areaway 
grate

Replace existing galvanized steel grate at 
mechanical areaway

150 sf 91.70 $/sf $13,756
Soffit Board Replace cement board exterior soffit 2,000 sf 18.79 $/sf $37,583

$17,163,725Total: BASE SCOPE

Envelope repair options

BUILDING ENVELOPE - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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COMMON INTERIORS:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Unit Rate Cost

Community 
Room Floor

Replace carpet

2,000 sf 15.03 $/sf $30,067
Community 
Room Ceiling

Clean and paint ceiling

2,000 sf 2.78 $/sf $5,562
Community 
Room Walls

Clean and paint walls

1,090 sf 2.18 $/sf $2,376
Community 
Room Lighting

Ceiling fixture

8 ea 5,276.71 $/ea $42,214
Commnity Room 
Sound System

Add sound system with ceiling speakers, 4# 
50" TV monitors, projector and large 
screen. 1 ea 56,375.16 $/ea $56,375

Commnity Room 
WiFi

Data ports & wifi to all public spaces

7,500 sf 5.26 $/sf $39,463
Commnity Room 
PTAC System

PTAC system

2,000 sf 6.77 $/sf $13,530
Rec/TV Room 
Floors

Replace carpet

800 sf 15.03 $/sf $12,027
Rec/TV Room 
Ceilings

Clean and paint ceiling.

800 sf 2.78 $/sf $2,225
Rec/ TV Room 
Walls

Clean and paint walls

960 sf 2.18 $/sf $2,093
Rec/TV Room 
Lighting

New light fixtures

8 ea 612.61 $/ea $4,901
Entry Vestibule 
Ceiling

Clean and paint ceiling

125 sf 2.78 $/sf $348
0.00 $0

Entry Vestibule 
Wall

Clean and paint walls

450 sf 2.18 $/sf $981
Offices Clean & paint walls, new ceiling & lighting

1,000 sf 33.83 $/sf $33,825
Maintenance 
Rooms

Clean & paint

500 sf 4.96 $/sf $2,481
Kitchen No change. 0.00 $0

$/u
nit

General Option Description

COMMON INTERIORS - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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COMMON INTERIORS:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Unit Rate Cost$/u
nit

General Option Description

Rest rooms Complete gut of extg 1st floor Rest Rooms - 
new ceramic tile floors & base, gwb walls, 
plumbing fixtures & accessories 200 sf 143.27 $/sf $28,654

Smoking Lounge New wall paint, new flooring & clean and 
paint ceiling 100 sf 22.55 $2,255

Mail Room No change. 0.00 $0

  Trash Room

New VCT flooring (400 sf), new door 32" 
wide w/frame, hardware, paint, etc including 
form opening & 6# new metal sl door 
w/frame, hardware, paint, etc. 1 ls 24,391.65 $/ls $24,392

Elevator Interiors New elevator cabs, allow 3 ea 150,333.75 $/ea $451,001
  Signage Upgrade signage, add bulletin boards at 

elevator lobbies 12 ea 1,728.84 $/ea $20,746
Mailbox and Lobby 
Call Buttons

Relocate mailboxes & Lobby call buttons 
lower

200 sf 41.15 $/sf $8,231
ADA Ramp Rebuild ADA ramp at 1st Floor Hallway, 

allow 400 sf 136.05 $/sf $54,421
Lever Sets Lever sets for all public amenity spaces, viz. 

Community Room, Rec Room, TV Room, 
Laundry Room and all exit doors 30 ea 578.78 $/ea $17,364

$855,529Total: BASE SCOPE

COMMON INTERIORS - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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COMMON INTERIORS:   ENHANCED OPTION

Component Description Comments Quan Unit Rate Cost

Community 
Space at 30 
Churchill

Convert #30 Churchill basement into 
community spaces, allow

2,500 sf 150.33 $/sf $375,834
First Floor Offices 
Common Areas

Renovate #50 Churchill 1st Floor into into 
community spaces and offices, allow 7,500 sf 150.33 $/sf $1,127,503

$1,503,338

$/u
nit

Total: ENHANCED OPTION

General Option Description

COMMON INTERIORS - ENH OPTION
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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COMMON CORRIDORS:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Un Rate Cost

Corridor Floors Replace carpet with new woven vinyl carpet tile 
and accent color at unit entry doors. 16,431 sf 15.03 $/sf $247,013

Corridor Ceilings Clean and paint ceiling. 16,431 sf 2.78 $/sf $45,697
Corridor Walls Clean and paint walls;  39,293 sf 2.18 $/sf $85,652
Corridor Walls Patch walls & remove extg fire doors & frame, 

allow
1 ls 30,066.75 $/ls $30,067

Corridor Lighting No Change 0.00 $0
Unit Door and 
Entry Treatment

Paint per Unit Interiors Base scope

0.00 $0
Plumbing and 
Vent Riser 
Chases

No Change

0.00 $0
Stair Towers; 
North and South

Steel guardrail, 42 " high w/paint

396 lf 225.50 $/lf $89,298
Stair Towers; 
North and South

New handrail, 1 1/2" diameter w/paint

462 lf 64.64 $/lf $29,865
Trash Chute Clean trash chute 40 lf 97.72 $/lf $3,909
Common Areas Renovate/upgarde Common Areas on each 

Floor, allow 4,500 sf 75.17 $/sf $338,251
Hallways Metal soffit to hide pipes, 3' wide w/paint 7,800 sf 16.54 $/sf $128,986

$998,740Total:  BASE SCOPE

$/u
nit

General Option Description

COMMON CORRIDORS - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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UNIT INTERIORS:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Un Rate $/un Cost

LIVING AREA :
Layout No Change Partitions to Remain 0  sf/unit 0.00 $/sf $0
Flooring Install new LVT flooring, remove existing carpet 

where occurs.
Install over existing VCT to 
encapsulate contaminated mastic 74,821 sf 13.53 $/sf $1,012,331

Walls Clean and Paint 138,006 sf 2.18 $/sf $300,831
Ceilings Clean and Paint 74,821 sf 2.78 $/sf $208,090
Doors: Entrance 
and Interior 

Refinish and paint in place, replace hardware 
w/new cylinder lockset, non removable core and 
levers; replace seals and add door bottoms and 
viewer

increased accessibility;  Increased air 
and noise control

198 ea 708.07 $/ea $140,198
Doors: Closet Replace with Landquist Magiglide 2 per unit 396 ea 1,456.36 $/ea $576,718
Shelving : 
Closets

Painted pine shelving or wire shelving system, 5' 
long 396 ea 263.08 $/ea $104,181

Lighting : Living 
Area ea 0.00 $/ea $0
Lighting : 
Closets

Add 1 fixture per closet (2 total per unit)

396 ea 823.08 $/ea $325,939
Window Shades Replace window shades w/mini blind system, 

assume 5' high
13,380 sf 13.15 $/ea $176,003

Window Shades 
: Blocking

Curtain rod blocking

2,676 lf 6.77 $/lf $18,103
Deck Coating Deck traffic coating/waterproofing at Unit balcony 5,040 sf 12.03 $/sf $60,615

0.00 $0
KITCHEN: 0.00 $0

Layout No Change  sf/unit 0.00 $/sf $0
Plumbing New stainless steel sink and low flow fixture 198 ea 1,976.89 $/sf $391,424
Flooring New LVT flooring included in Living Area flooring scope 0 sf 13.53 $/sf $0
Walls & Ceilings Clean and Paint included in Living Area painting 

scope 0 sf 0.00 $/sf $0
Cabinets Replace base and upper cabinets in new 

configuration with P-Lam cabinets and counters, 
install 24"x30"stainless backsplash at ranges

8 linear feet per unit, all base 
cabinets except sink base to be 
drawer units 

1,584 lf 1,007.24 $/lf $1,595,462
Appliances Replace all appliances with matching grade and 

type:   24" Electric range - wht;   17 CF refrigerator 
- wht

Allowance for average grade

198 ea 3,983.84 $/ea $788,801
Range hood Replace recirculating range hood 198 ea 1,428.17 $/ea $282,778
Lighting Add ceiling fixture, replace under cabinet lighting 

(9 linear feet) 198 ea 1,168.84 $/ea $231,431
Electrical Add 1# outlet to Kitchen, 1# outlet to Living Room 

& 1# outlet to Bedroom 594 ea 338.25 $/ea $200,921

Basic Cleaning and Refinishing of unit interiors

UNIT INTERIORS - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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UNIT INTERIORS:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Un Rate $/un Cost
Basic Cleaning and Refinishing of unit interiors

0.00 $0
BATH: 0.00 $0

Layout No Change 39  sf/unit 0.00 $/sf $0
Flooring 1" x 2" ceramic flooring 7,673 sf 25.56 $/sf $196,097
Walls & Ceilings New Ceramic Tile on tub surround only (60 sf per 

unit); clean and paint GWB   
Remove existing tile and backer 
board; replace w/ new backer board; 
4.24 x 4.25 glazed wall tile;  Add 
blocking for future grab bars;  Paint 
GWB included in Living Area scope 11,880 sf 32.40 $/sf $384,875

Fixtures Replace Toilet with low flow comfort height type; 
Replace tub with walk-in prefabricated shower unit 
with seat; Replace lavatory

Fixture supply, installation and hook-
up cost only 

198 ea 10,485.78 $/ea $2,076,184
Gravity Drain 

Toilets
Gravity drain toilet including coring concrete floor 
to unit below

This is a premium cost added to 
line above to switch to gravity drain 
system 198 ea 2,270.04 $/ea $449,468

Gravity Drain 
Ceiling Repairs

Add GWB ceiling soffit at Unit below

10,000 sf 22.55 $/sf $225,501
Accessories Replace Medicine Cabinet;  Replace all towel bars 

with grab bars; add grab bars at shower and toilet; 
198 ea 1,217.70 $/ea $241,105

Lighting Replace vanity fixture with new LED fixture 198 ea 626.14 $/ea $123,976

198 Apts $10,111,032Total: BASE SCOPE 

$/UNIT:  BASE SCOPE

UNIT INTERIORS - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016
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UNIT INTERIORS:   ENHANCED OPTION

Component Description Comments Quan Un Rate $/un Cost

LIVING AREA :
Lighting Ceiling light fixture 198 ea 633.66 $/ea $125,464
KITCHEN: 0.00 $0
Countertop Solid surface countertop w/backsplash 1,584 lf 120.27 $/lf $190,503
BATH: 0.00 $0
Fixtures Add vanity and lighted medicine cabinet.

198 ea 2,803.72 $/ea $555,137
KITCHEN: 0.00 $0
Countertop Add 4' of solid surface countertop w/backsplash

792 lf 217.98 $/lf $172,643
Ducted Exhaust 
Hood

Allow

198 ea 2,307.62 $/ea $456,909

198 Apts $1,500,657Total: ENHANCED OPTION

Upgrades over Base Scope

UNIT INTERIORS - ENH OPTION
November 02, 2016
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PLUMBING SYSTEM:  BASE SCOPE

Description Comments Quan Un Rate Cost

New DHW storage tank (replacing existing 1,300 gallon tank) 1 ea 86,066.07 $/ea $86,066
New DHW (domestic hot water) recirculation pump 1 ea 14,281.71 $/ea $14,282
New DHW tempering valve with digital thermostat 1 ea 26,308.41 $/ea $26,308
New DHW mixing valve - included above 1 ea 0.00 $/ea $0
New circuit solver automatic thermal balancing valve at each riser 
of the DHWR system 39 ea 939.59 $/ea $36,644
New 1.0 GPM lavatory aerators (198 total) 198 ea 169.13 $/ea $33,487
Replace all potable, waste and storm riser and piping 147,089 sf 11.42 $/sf $1,679,818
Water treatment system, Watts One Flow 300 gpm, allow 1 ls 93,958.59 $/ls $93,959

$1,970,564

$/u
n

Total: BASE SCOPE

General Option Description

PLUMBING - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016

CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
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HVAC:  BASE SCOPE

Description Comments Quan Un Rate Cost

Duct cleaning and air sealing of all ductwork, automatic air balancing 
regulators 1 ls 386,967.72 $/ea $386,968
Replace all exhaust grilles in apartments 1 ea 142,877.20 $/ea $142,877
(3) new rooftop Make Up Air unit system with high efficiency, 
condensing mode with DX cooling 0.00 $0
 - 2,500 cfm 1 ea 87,155.99 $/ea $87,156
 - 4,500 cfm 1 ea 130,001.11 $/ea $130,001
 - 6,000 cfm 1 ea 152,551.17 $/ea $152,551
(3) new corridor exhaust fans 0.00 $0
 - 1,500 cfm 1 ea 10,748.86 $/ea $10,749
 - 1,900 cfm 1 ea 12,552.87 $/ea $12,553
 - 2,400 cfm 1 ea 14,807.87 $/ea $14,808
(39) new bathroom exhaust fans, 300 cfm 39 ea 1,503.34 $/ea $58,630
(39) new kitchen exhaust fans, 660 cfm 39 ea 2,856.34 $/ea $111,397
(2)  new Janitor closet exhaust fans, 350 cfm 2 ea 1,691.25 $/ea $3,383
Replace 10% of hydronic baseboard in apartments assumed 30'/apartment 594 lf 154.84 $/lf $91,977
Replace electric resistance wall heaters at all entrances assumed 13 ea 1,894.21 $/ea $24,625
Replace all apartment thermostats with web equipped 
programmable (198 total) 198 ea 526.17 $/ea $104,181
New VRF system w/make up air for Community spaces, Rec 
Rooms, Offices & 1st Floor Amenities (gfa) 7,500 sf 13.53 $/sf $101,475
Cooling VRF system for each individual apartment, allow (gfa) 102,970 sf 11.28 $/sf $1,160,990
Construction/core slab for new ventilation vertical stacks & 
ductwork 2,700 sf 18.04 $/sf $48,708

$2,643,029Total: BASE SCOPE

General Option Description

HVAC - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016
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FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM:  BASE SCOPE

Description Comments Quan Un $/un Cost

New Fire pump (replacing an existing 20HP, 500GPM 
@ 40 psi pump), diesel, jockey pump, fire pump 
controller & automatic transfer switch

1 ea 85,878.15 $/ea $85,878
New Standpipe system in stair enclosures (4 Total) 4 ea 67,424.69 $/ea $269,699
New sprinkler system throughout 147,089 sf 10.15 $/sf $1,492,590
Allowance for cutting & making good for 
installation of sprinkler branch lines, etc (gfa) 147,089 sf 0.98 $/sf $143,731

Total: BASE SCOPE $1,991,898

Minimal Scope

FIRE PROTECTION - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016
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ELECTRICAL:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Un Rate $/un Cost

Thermal imaging test of the Main Switchboard and critical 
distribution panels and address any discovered heat load 
stresses on the system

Allowance

1 ls 4,510.01 $/ls $4,510
Rental of generator, allow 1 ls 150,333.75 $/ls $150,334
Replace electrical receptacles with AFCI/GFCI combo 
receptacles 1,584 ea 127.78 $/ea $202,409
Rewire 1# dedicated circuit for Bathroom 198 ea 217.98 $/ea $43,161
Replace wire in each unit, allow 10% (gfa) 10,296 sf 8.27 $/sf $85,131
Replace fluorescent light fixtiures with dimmable LED 
technology light fixtures/controls, nightlight features and 
egress light technology 396 ea 503.62 $/ea $199,433
Add wireless network on each floor 1 ls 42,845.12 $/ls $42,845
Wi-Fi service to residents/staff 1 ls 141,388.89 $/ls $141,389
IP based security camera system to monitor all access 
points, elevators, stairwells & 2nd Floor Bridge 13 ea 2,466.05 $/ls $32,059
Emergency telephone at stairwells & elevator lobby areas 35 ea 977.17 $/ea Not Required
Door contact position alarms to all door access/egress 13 ea 826.84 $/ea $10,749
Wireless sound & active loop assistive listening system for 
the hearing impaired 2,000 sf 9.02 $/sf $18,040
Replace main distribution w/new service, assume 5,000A 1 ls 54,871.82 $/ls $54,872
Replace panel to each apartment, 100A, arc fault & gfci 
breaker 198 ea 3,420.09 $/ea $677,178
Replace distribution panel on each Floor 12 ea 5,637.52 $/ea $67,650
Replace feeders, allow (gfa) 147,089 sf 3.01 $/sf $442,249

0.00 $0
Fire Alarm 0.00 $0

Upgrade extg fire alarm control panel, allow 1 ls 15,033.38 $/ls $15,033
Replace all FA devices w/ADA compliant device (gfa) 147,089 sf 1.88 $/sf $276,406
Upgrade (10) apartments w/special deaf/hard of hearing 
devices 10 ea 1,413.14 $/ea $14,131
Replace extg zone monitor smoke system 
w/addressable initiating devices (gfa) 147,089 sf 1.50 $/sf $221,124
New voice evacuation system for common areas, allow 45,000 sf 1.50 $/sf $67,650
Combined smoke/fire dampers in ducts, allow 1 ls 69,409.09 $/ls $69,409

198 Apts $2,835,762Total:  BASE SCOPE

Basic repairs and upgrades for the electrical service, distribution and common 
area fixtures

ELECTRICAL - BASE SCOPE
November 02, 2016
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SITE WORK:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comment
s

Quan Un Rate $/un Cost

HARDSCAPE :
Paving Repave exterior paths with new asphalt 5,000  sf 7.89 $/sf $39,463
Parking Lot Repave parking lot and restripe 15,405  sf 3.98 $/sf $61,371
Pavers New pavers 3,000  sf 26.31 $/sf $78,925
Pre-cast Stairs sy 0.00 $/sf $0
Retaining Wall Repairs Allow 1 ls 22,550.06 $/ls $22,550
Steel Railings Pipe handrails at handicap ramps, painted 200 lf 248.05 $/lf $49,610
Lighting, Site 12" pole light, LED, warmest lamp 4,000K 4 ea 4,919.67 $/ea $19,679
Lighting, Façade Light fixture mounted to façade 12 ea 1,217.70 $/ea $14,612
Site Amenities Bench 6 ea 0.00 $/ea $0
Site Amenities Trash bin 4 ea 0.00 $/ea $0
Site Amenities Grille 1 ea 0.00 $/ea $0
Site Amenities Bike rack for 8# bicycles 1 ea 1,428.17 $/ea $1,428
Site Amenities Recycle area 300  sf 55.88 $/sf $16,764
Entry Canopy Repair & repaint entry canopy, allow 320  sf 20.30 $/sf $6,494

DRAINAGE: 0.00 $0
Below Paver Drainage sf 0.00 $/sf $0
Trench Drains ea 0.00 $/ea $0
Catch Basins Clean catch basin & add hood 13 ea 240.53 $/ea $3,127

0.00 $0
LANDSCAPE: 0.00 $0

Fence Replace w/wood fence, 6' high 250 lf 49.61 $/lf $12,403
Tree Containers ea 0.00 $/ea $0
Tree Removal Remove tree, allow 6 ea 1,465.75 $/ea $8,795
Planting Replant tree, allow 3 ea 1,142.54 $/ea $3,428
Planting New shrubs and ground cover, allow 7,500 sf 5.26 $/sf $39,463
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lighting, landscape and utilities
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SITE WORK:   BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comment
s

Quan Un Rate $/un Cost
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lighting, landscape and utilities

UTILITIES:
Water Service Clean, Allow 1 ls 5,261.68 $/sf $5,262
Storm Sewer Clean, Allow 1 ls 5,261.68 $/ls $5,262
Storm Retention Underground storm drain 

retention/infiltration system at 30 Churchill 
parking lot, assume 5,223 cubic feet 
infiltration volume based on site area of 
62,798 sf, assume 10,000 gallon 1 ls 187,917.19 $187,917

Storm Retention Demolition/reconstruction for burying pipe 
under 30 Churchill parking lot 15,405 sf 12.03 $/sf $185,271

Sanitary Sewer Clean, Allow 1 ls 5,261.68 $/sf $5,262
Gas Service Clean, Allow 1 ls 2,255.01 $/ea $2,255
Electrical Service Clean, Allow 1 ls 2,255.01 $/ea $2,255
Scope Underground Services Test/video scope underground services, 

allow 1 ls 12,026.70 $/ea $12,027

$783,621Total:  BASE SCOPE
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS:  BASE SCOPE

Component Description Comments Quan Un Rate $/un Cost

Hazardous material abatement
ACM to popcorn ceiling to units and hallways 107,859 sf 10.52 $/sf $1,135,039
Joint compound, assume 5,000 lf 4.51 $/lf $22,550
Black sink coating 198 ea 187.92 $/ea $37,208
Brown 12" x 12" vct tiles in Units (tile & mastic) 51,485 sf 6.01 $/sf $309,597

$1,504,394Total: BASE SCOPE

Complete Abatement of ACM in flooring and door caulking;  No lead paint removal included  
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